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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(a) Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a display device and a driving method thereof and, more particularly, to a
display device and driving method thereof having increased luminance and decreased power consumption.

(b) Description of the Related Art

[0002] In general, a liquid crystal display ("LCD") includes a first display panel having pixel electrodes and second
display panel having a common electrode, and a liquid crystal layer having an anisotropic dielectric material disposed
therebetween. The pixel electrodes are arranged in a substantially matrix pattern, and are connected to switching
elements such as thin film transistors ("TFTs"), for example, to sequentially receive data voltages. The common electrode
is formed on the entire surface of the second display panel and may receive a common voltage. A liquid crystal capacitor
is formed from each pixel electrode, the common electrode and the liquid crystal layer therebetween. The liquid crystal
capacitor and the switching element connected to the liquid crystal capacitor form a pixel unit.
[0003] In the LCD, a voltage is applied to the pixel electrodes and the common electrode to form an electric field
therebetween, e.g., in the liquid crystal layer. The strength of the electric field determines the transmittance of light
passing through the liquid crystal layer, and is controlled by the voltage applied to the pixel electrodes and the common
electrode to display a desired image. When an electric field is applied to the liquid crystal layer in only one direction,
e.g. polarity, degradation of the LCD may occur. In order to prevent the degradation, a polarity of the data voltage with
respect to a polarity of the common voltage may be inverted for each frame, row or pixel, for example.
[0004] However, a range of the data voltage used for displaying an image using row inversion, e.g., an inversion
method in which the polarity of the data voltage is inverted by rows of pixels, is smaller than a range of the data voltage
used for displaying an image using dot inversion, e.g., an inversion method in which the polarity of the data voltage is
inverted by individual pixels. Thus, if a threshold voltage for driving liquid crystals in the liquid crystal layer is high, such
as in a vertical alignment ("VA") mode LCD, a lower voltage of a data voltage range for gray voltage representation used
for image display becomes as low as the threshold voltage. Thus, accurate luminance representation becomes difficult.
[0005] In addition, small LCDs, such as those used in mobile phones, for example, perform row inversion, which inverts
the polarity of the data voltage by rows of pixels to reduce power consumption, but because the small LCDs can require
high resolution, power consumption is thereby increased. Document US 2002/084969 discloses a liquid crystal display
device wherein a storage capacitor has one terminal connected to a pixel electrode and other to a capacitor line. When
voltage on a data line corresponds to a positive or negative polarity writing, during the period in which the capacitor line
is in ON voltage, the capacitor line is shifted to high or low level respectively, after a scanning line associated with the
pixel electrode and the data line, is turned OFF. Since the voltage applied to the data line is maintained small by shifting
voltage level on the capacitor terminal connected to capacitor line, the power consumption of the LCD is reduced.
Document EP1575023 discloses a correction circuit that corrects image signals supplied to the pixel electrodes through
the drain lines and supplemental capacitors, when the voltage of pixel electrodes at the time of start or completion of
receiving the supplemental voltage, lies within the voltage range that corresponds to change in liquid crystal capacitance
of the liquid crystal layer. This enables accurate correction of the image signals supplied to the pixel electrodes, hence
multiple gray scale images can be displayed precisely.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] A display device according to an exemplary embodiment includes: a plurality of gate lines which transmits gate
signals having a gate-on voltage and a gate-off voltage; a plurality of data lines which transmits data voltages; a plurality
of storage electrode lines which transmits storage signals; a plurality of pixels arranged in a substantially matrix pattern,
wherein each pixel of the plurality of pixels includes a switching element connected to a gate line of the plurality of gate
lines and a data line of the plurality of data lines, a liquid crystal capacitor connected to the switching element and a
common voltage, and a storage capacitor connected to the switching element and a storage electrode line of the plurality
of storage electrode lines; a gate driver which generates the gate signals in a first scanning direction or a second scanning
direction; and a plurality of signal generating circuits which generates the storage signals based on at least one control
signal and at least one gate signal.
[0007] The storage signal applied to at least one pixel of the plurality of pixels has a voltage level which changes after
a charging of a charged data voltage into the liquid crystal capacitor and the storage capacitor, and an output order of
the storage signals from the plurality of signal generating circuits is changed according to a scanning direction of the
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gate driver.
[0008] When the charged data voltage has a positive polarity, the storage signal may change from a low level to a
high level, and when the charged data voltage has a negative polarity, the storage signal may change from the high
level to the low level.
[0009] The storage signal applied to a given storage electrode line of the plurality of storage electrode lines may be
inverted each consecutive frame.
[0010] The common voltage may be a fixed voltage.
[0011] The plurality of pixels may include a first pixel supplied with a first gate signal, a second pixel adjacent to the
first pixel and supplied with a second gate signal and a third pixel adjacent to the first pixel and supplied with a third gate
signal.
[0012] The plurality of signal generating circuits may include a first signal generating circuit which transmits a first
storage signal to a storage electrode line of the first pixel, a second signal generating circuit which transmits a second
storage signal to a storage electrode line of the second pixel and a third signal generating circuit which transmits a third
storage signal to a storage electrode line of the first pixel.
[0013] The second signal generating circuit is supplied with the first gate signal or the third signal, or may be supplied
with the second signal in alternative exemplary embodiments of the present invention.
[0014] The at least one control signal may include a first control signal, a second control signal and a third control
signal. At least one signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating circuits may include a signal inputting
unit which receives the at least one gate signal and outputs a driving control signal based on the at least one gate signal,
a storage signal applying unit which receives the first control signal and transmits the first control signal as a storage
signal based on the driving control signal from the signal inputting unit, a controlling unit which receives the second
control signal and the third control signal and changes an operation state of the controlling unit in accordance with the
driving control signal, and a signal maintaining unit which maintains the storage signal from the storage signal applying
unit based on the second control signal or the third control signal applied in accordance with the operation state of the
controlling unit.
[0015] The signal inputting unit may further receive a first direction signal and a second direction signal, each of has
a signal state in accordance with the scanning direction of the gate driver. The first direction signal and the second
direction signal may have substantially inverted phases.
[0016] The at least one gate signal may include a first gate signal and a second gate signal, and a time difference
between a gate-on voltage application time of the first gate signal and a gate-on voltage application time of the second
gate signal is about two horizontal periods ("2H").
[0017] The signal inputting unit may select one of the first gate signal and the second gate signal in accordance with
the first direction signal and the second direction signal, and output the driving control signal based on the selected first
gate signal or the selected second gate signal.
[0018] The first direction signal and the second direction signal may each maintain a substantially uniform level.
[0019] The first direction signal and the second direction signal may have a first level voltage and a second level
voltage, respectively, and the first direction signal and the second direction signal may alternate between the first level
voltage and the second level voltage each consecutive predetermined period. The predetermined period may be about
one horizontal period ("1H").
[0020] A phase of the first direction signal applied to a first signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating
circuits and a phase of the second direction signal applied to a second signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal
generating circuits adjacent to the first signal generating circuit may be substantially inverted.
[0021] The signal inputting unit may include a first transistor having a control terminal connected to the first direction
signal, an input terminal connected to the first gate signal and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal.
The signal inputting unit may further include a second transistor having a control terminal connected to the second
direction signal, an input terminal connected to the second gate signal and an output terminal connected to the driving
control signal.
[0022] The at least one gate signal may include a first gate signal and a second gate signal, and a time difference
between a gate-on voltage application time of the first gate signal and a gate-on voltage application time of the second
gate signal may be about four horizontal periods ("4H").
[0023] The signal inputting unit may select one of the first direction signal and the second direction signal in accordance
with the first gate signal and the second gate signal, and output the driving control signal based on the selected direction
signal.
[0024] The first direction signal and the second direction signal may each maintain a uniform level.
[0025] The signal inputting unit may further be supplied with a clock signal having a first level voltage and a second
level voltage different from the first level voltage, and the clock signal may alternate between the first level voltage and
the second level voltage each consecutive predetermined period. The predetermined period may be about two horizontal
periods ("2H").
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[0026] A phase of the clock signal applied to a first signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating circuits
and a phase of the clock signal applied to a second adjacent signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating
circuits are substantially inverted.
[0027] The signal inputting unit may operate the signal maintaining unit by changing a state of the driving control signal
based on the first direction signal or the second direction signal in accordance with the clock signal.
[0028] In an alternative exemplary embodiment, the signal inputting unit may include: a first transistor having an input
terminal connected to the first direction signal, a control terminal connected to the first gate signal and an output terminal
connected to the driving control signal; a second transistor having an input terminal connected to the second direction
signal, a control terminal connected to the second gate signal and an output terminal connected to the driving control
signal; and a third transistor having an input terminal connected to the gate-off voltage, a control terminal connected to
the clock signal and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal.
[0029] A voltage level of the storage signal applied to a first storage electrode line of the plurality of storage electrode
lines and a voltage level of the storage signal applied to a second adjacent storage electrode line of the plurality of
storage electrode lines are substantially the same. A voltage level of the first control signal, a voltage level of the second
control signal and a voltage level of the third control signal are substantially uniform in a given frame and are inverted
each consecutive frame.
[0030] The signal inputting unit may be supplied with a gate clock signal and a clock signal having a first level voltage
and a second level voltage different from the first level voltage, and the clock signal may alternate between the first level
voltage and the second level voltage each consecutive predetermined period. The predetermined period may be about
two horizontal periods ("2H").
[0031] A phase of the clock signal applied to a first signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating circuits
and a phase of the clock signal applied to a second adjacent signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating
circuits are substantially inverted.
[0032] In an alternative exemplary embodiment, the signal inputting unit may operate the signal maintaining unit by
changing a state of the driving clock signal which is based on the at least one gate signal in accordance with the clock
signal. Further, the signal inputting unit may include a first transistor having a control terminal and an input terminal each
connected to the gate signal and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal, and a second transistor
having a control terminal connected to the clock signal, an input terminal connected to the gate signal and an output
terminal connected to the driving control signal.
[0033] The storage signal applying unit may include a first transistor having a control terminal connected to an output
terminal of the signal inputting unit, an input terminal connected to the first control signal and an output terminal connected
to a storage electrode line.
[0034] The controlling unit may include a second transistor having a control terminal connected to the output terminal
of the signal inputting unit and an input terminal connected to the second control signal, and a third transistor having a
control terminal connected to the output terminal of the signal inputting unit and an input terminal connected to the third
control signal.
[0035] The signal maintaining unit may include a fourth transistor having a control terminal connected to an output
terminal of the third transistor, an input terminal connected to a first driving voltage and an output terminal connected to
the storage electrode line, a fifth transistor having a control terminal connected to an output terminal of the second
transistor, an input terminal connected to the second driving voltage and an output terminal connected to the storage
electrode line. The signal maintaining unit may further include a first capacitor connected between the input terminal
and the control terminal of the fourth transistor and a second capacitor connected between the input terminal and the
control terminal of the fifth transistor.
[0036] A voltage level of a storage signal applied to a first storage electrode line of the plurality of storage electrode
lines and a voltage level of a storage signal applied to a second adjacent storage electrode line of the plurality of storage
electrode lines are different.
[0037] The first control signal, the second control signal and the third control signal may each have a first level voltage
and a second level voltage, and a respective level of each of the first control signal, the second control signal and the
third control signal may each alternate between the first level voltage and the second level voltage each consecutive
predetermined period in given frame. Further, the respective level of each of the first control signal, the second control
signal and the third control signal may be inverted every other frame.
[0038] The display device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may further include at least
one additional gate line which transmits a gate signal to a signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating
circuits.
[0039] A gate-on voltage of a first gate signal transmitted to a first gate line of the plurality of gate lines and a gate-on
voltage of a second gate signal transmitted to an adjacent second gate line of the plurality of gate lines temporally overlap
each other for at least a portion of a predetermined time period.
[0040] A duration of the predetermined time period may be about one horizontal period ("1H").
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[0041] Yet another exemplary embodiment of the present invention provides a driving method of a liquid crystal display.
The liquid crystal display includes a plurality of gate lines which transmits gate signals having a gate-on voltage, a
plurality of data lines which transmits data voltages, a plurality of storage electrode lines which transmits storage signals,
a plurality of switching elements, each switching element of the of the plurality of switching elements being connected
to a gate line of the plurality of gate lines and a data line of the plurality of data lines, a plurality of pixels, each pixel of
the plurality of pixels including a storage capacitor connected to a switching element of the plurality of switching elements
and a storage electrode line of the plurality of storage electrode lines, a gate driver which generates the gate signals in
a first scanning direction or a second scanning direction, and a plurality of signal generating circuits which generates
the storage signals.
[0042] The driving method includes applying a first gate signal to a first gate line of the plurality of gate lines connected
to a first pixel of the plurality of pixels, applying a first data voltage to a first data line of the plurality of data lines connected
to the first pixel, applying a second gate signal to a second gate line of the plurality of gate lines connected to a second
pixel of the plurality of pixels, and outputting a storage signal to the first pixel based on the second gate signal. An output
order of the storage signal changes according to the first scanning direction or the second scanning direction of the gate
driver.
[0043] An application time of a gate-on voltage of the first gate signal and an application time of a gate-on voltage of
the second gate signal are separated from each other by about two horizontal periods ("2H") or, in an alternative exemplary
embodiment, by about four horizontal periods ("4H").
[0044] In still another exemplary embodiment, a driving method of a liquid crystal display is provided. The liquid crystal
display includes a plurality of gate lines which transmits gate signals having a gate-on voltage, a plurality of data lines
which transmits data voltages, a plurality of storage electrode lines which transmits storage signals, a plurality of switching
elements, each switching element of the plurality of switching elements being connected to a gate line of the plurality of
gate lines and a data line of the plurality of data lines, a plurality of pixels, each pixel of the plurality of pixels including
a storage capacitor connected to a switching element of the plurality of switching elements and a storage electrode line
of the plurality of storage electrode lines, a gate driver which generates the gate signals in a first scanning direction or
a second scanning direction, and a plurality of signal generating circuits which generates the storage signals.
[0045] The driving method includes applying the gate signal to a gate line of the plurality of gate lines connected to a
pixel of the plurality of pixels, applying the data voltage to a data line of the plurality of data lines connected to the pixel,
and outputting the storage signal to the pixel based on the gate signal. An output order of the storage signal changes
according to the first scanning direction or the second scanning direction of the gate driver.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0046] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more readily
apparent by describing in further detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an equivalent circuit diagram of a pixel of a liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit according to an exemplary embodiment of the
invention;
FIG. 4 is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention in FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit of the storage signal generating circuit according
to the exemplary embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 5;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are signal timing diagrams of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment
of the present invention in FIG. 6;
FIGS. 8A and 8B are signal timing diagrams of the signal generating circuit according to an alternative exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit of the exemplary embodiment of the present
invention in FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is a plan layout view of the signal generating circuit of the exemplary embodiment of the present invention
in FIG. 10;
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FIG. 12 is a signal timing diagram illustrating a relationship of a gate clock signal applied to a gate driver and a
storage clock signal applied to a storage signal generator according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIGS. 13A and 13B are signal timing diagrams of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment
of the present invention in FIG. 10;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 15 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention in FIG. 14;
FIG. 16 is a plan layout view of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the present
invention in FIG. 15;
FIG. 17A is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention in FIG. 15 using row inversion; and
FIG. 17B is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention in FIG. 15 using frame inversion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0047] The invention will now be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which exemplary embodiments of the invention are shown. The present invention may, however, be embodied in many
different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments
are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to
those skilled in the art. Like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout.
[0048] It will be understood that when an element is referred to as being "on" another element, it can be directly on
the other element or intervening elements may be present therebetween. In contrast, when an element is referred to as
being "directly on" another element, there are no intervening elements present. As used herein, the term "and/or" includes
any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items.
[0049] It will be understood that although the terms "first," "second," "third" etc. may be used herein to describe various
elements, components, regions, layers and/or sections, these elements, components, regions, layers and/or sections
should not be limited by these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one element, component, region, layer
or section from another element, component, region, layer or section. Thus, a first element, component, region, layer
or section discussed below could be termed a second element, component, region, layer or section without departing
from the teachings of the present invention.
[0050] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended
to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the terms "comprises"
and/or "comprising," or "includes" and/or "including," when used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, regions, integers, steps, operations, elements and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition
of one or more other features, regions, integers, steps, operations, elements, components and/or groups thereof.
[0051] Furthermore, relative terms, such as "lower" or "bottom" and "upper" or "top" may be used herein to describe
one element’s relationship to other elements as illustrated in the Figures. It will be understood that relative terms are
intended to encompass different orientations of the device in addition to the orientation depicted in the Figures. For
example, if the device in one of the figures is turned over, elements described as being on the "lower" side of other
elements would then be oriented on the "upper" side of the other elements. The exemplary term "lower" can, therefore,
encompass both an orientation of "lower" and "upper," depending upon the particular orientation of the figure. Similarly,
if the device in one of the figures were turned over, elements described as "below" or "beneath" other elements would
then be oriented "above" the other elements. The exemplary terms "below" or "beneath" can, therefore, encompass
both an orientation of above and below.
[0052] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning
as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention belongs. It will be further
understood that terms, such as those defined in commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as having a meaning
which is consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art and the present disclosure, and will not be
interpreted in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.
[0053] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are described herein with reference to cross section illustra-
tions which are schematic illustrations of idealized embodiments of the present invention. As such, variations from the
shapes of the illustrations as a result, for example, of manufacturing techniques and/or tolerances, are to be expected.
Thus, embodiments of the present invention should not be construed as limited to the particular shapes of regions
illustrated herein but are to include deviations in shapes which result, for example, from manufacturing. For example, a
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region illustrated or described as flat may, typically, have rough and/or nonlinear features. Moreover, sharp angles which
are illustrated may be rounded. Thus, the regions illustrated in the figures are schematic in nature and their shapes are
not intended to illustrate the precise shape of a region and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention.
[0054] The present invention will now be described in further detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0055] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention,
and FIG. 2 is an equivalent circuit diagram of a pixel PX of a liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment
of the invention.
[0056] As shown in FIG. 1, a liquid crystal display ("LCD") according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention includes a liquid crystal panel assembly 300, a gate driver 400, a data driver 500, a gray voltage generator
800 connected to the data driver 500, a storage signal generator 700 and a signal controller 600 which controls the
above elements, for example, but is not limited thereto.
[0057] The liquid crystal panel assembly 300 includes a plurality of signal lines (G1-G2n, Gd, D1-Dm, and S1-S2n) and
a plurality of pixels PX connected to the plurality of signal lines (G1-G2n, Gd, D1-Dm, and S1-S2n) and arranged in a
substantially matrix pattern.
[0058] Referring to FIG. 2, the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 includes a lower panel 100 and an upper panel 200
facing each other and a liquid crystal layer 3 interposed between the lower panel 100 and upper panel 200.
[0059] Referring back to FIG. 1, the plurality of signal lines (G1-G2n, Gd, D1-Dm, and S1-S2n) includes a plurality of
gate lines G1-G2n and Gd, a plurality of data lines D1-Dm and a plurality of storage electrode lines S1-S2n.
[0060] The plurality of gate lines G1-G2n and Gd includes a plurality of normal gate lines G1-G2n and an additional gate
line Gd which transmit a gate signal (hereinafter collectively referred to as "scanning signals"). The plurality of storage
electrode lines S1-S2n is connected to the plurality of normal gate lines G1-G2n and transmits a storage signal. The
plurality of data lines D1-Dm transmits a data voltage.
[0061] The plurality of gate lines G1-G2n, Gd and the plurality of storage electrode lines S1-S2n extend in a first sub-
stantially row direction and are substantially parallel to each other, while the plurality of data lines D1-Dm extend in a
second substantially column direction substantially perpendicular to the first direction and substantially parallel to each
other.
[0062] Referring again to Fig. 2, each pixel PX, for example a pixel PX connected to an i-th normal gate line Gi (i=1,
2, ..., 2n), an i-th normal storage signal line Si (i=1, 2, ..., 2n) and a j-th data line Dj (j=1, 2, ..., m), includes a switching
element Q connected to signal lines Gi and Dj, and a liquid crystal capacitor Clc and a storage capacitor Cst connected
to the switching element Q and the storage signal line Si.
[0063] In an exemplary embodiment, the switching element Q may be implemented as a three-terminal element such
as a thin film transistor ("TFT") installed on the lower panel 100, for example, but is not limited thereto. The three-terminal
element has a control terminal connected to the normal gate line Gi, an input terminal connected to the data line Dj, and
an output terminal connected to the liquid crystal capacitor Clc and the storage capacitor Cst, as shown in FIG. 2.
[0064] A pixel electrode 191 of the lower panel 100 and a common electrode 270 of the upper panel 200 are a first
terminal and a second terminal, respectively, of the liquid crystal capacitor Clc. The liquid crystal layer 3 disposed
between the pixel electrode 191 and the common electrode 270 acts as a dielectric material. The pixel electrode 191 is
connected to the switching element Q. The common electrode 270 is disposed on the entire upper panel 200 and receives
a common voltage Vcom (not shown). Alternatively, the common electrode 270 may be formed on the lower panel 100,
in which case at least one of the pixel electrode 191 and the common electrode 270 may have a substantially linear shape.
[0065] The common voltage Vcom may include, for example, a direct current ("DC") voltage having a predetermined
value, but is not limited thereto in alternative exemplary embodiments of the present invention.
[0066] The storage capacitor Cst assists the liquid crystal capacitor Clc and is formed by forming the pixel electrode
191 to overlap the storage electrode line Si with an insulator therebetween.
[0067] For color display, each pixel PX may represent one primary color, e.g., spatial division, or, alternatively, each
pixel PX may represent different primary colors depending on a given time, e.g., temporal division. Regardless, a desired
color is displayed by a spatial or temporal sum of the primary colors, e.g., red, green and blue.
[0068] FIG. 2 shows an exemplary embodiment of the present invention wherein spatial division is utilized as shown
in FIG. 2, each pixel PX has a color filter 230 representing one of the primary colors, e.g., one of red, green and blue,
on a region of the upper panel 200 corresponding to the pixel electrode 191. In alternative exemplary embodiments of
the present invention, the color filter 230 may be formed above or below the pixel electrode 191 of the lower panel 100.
[0069] A polarizer (not shown) to polarize light is attached to the liquid crystal panel assembly 300.
[0070] Referring back to FIG. 1, the gray voltage generator 800 may generate a full number of gray voltages or a
limited number of gray voltages (hereinafter referred to as "reference gray voltages") related to a desired transmittance
of the pixels PX. Some (reference) gray voltages have a positive polarity relative to the common voltage Vcom, while
other (reference) gray voltages have a negative polarity relative to the common voltage Vcom.
[0071] The gate driver 400 includes a first gate driving circuit 400a and a second gate driving circuit 400b disposed
on opposite sides of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 such as a right side and a left side, for example, but not being
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limited thereto.
[0072] The first gate driving circuit 400a is connected to ends of odd-numbered normal gate lines G1, G3, ..., and G2n-1
of the plurality of gate lines G1-G2n and Gd and the additional gate line Gd. The second gate driving circuit 400b is
connected to ends of even-numbered normal gate lines G2, G4, ..., and G2n of the plurality of gate lines G1-G2n and Gd.
Alternatively, the second gate driving circuit 400b may be connected to ends of the odd-numbered normal gate lines
G1, G3, ..., and G2n-1 of the plurality of gate lines G1-G2n and Gd and the additional gate line Gd, and the first gate driving
circuit 400a may be connected to ends of the even-numbered normal gate lines G2, G4, ..., G2n of the plurality of gate
lines G1-G2n and Gd.
[0073] The first gate driving circuit 400a and the second gate driving circuit 400b each utilize a gate-on voltage Von
and a gate-off voltage Voff to generate the gate signals for application to the plurality of gate lines G1-G2n and Gd.
[0074] In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the gate driver 400 is integrated into the liquid crystal
panel assembly 300 along with the plurality of signal lines G1-G2n, Gd, D1-Dm, and S1-S2n and the switching elements
Q. In an alternative exemplary embodiment, the gate driver 400 may include at least one integrated circuit ("IC") chip
mounted on the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 or on a flexible printed circuit ("FPC") film in a tape carrier package
("TCP"), which is attached to the liquid crystal panel assembly 300. Alternatively, the gate driver 400 may be mounted
on a separate printed circuit board (not shown).
[0075] The storage signal generator 700 includes a first storage signal generating circuit 700a and a second storage
signal generating circuit 700b arranged on opposite sides of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 and adjacent to the
first gate driving circuit 400a and the second gate driving circuit 400b, for example, but not being limited thereto.
[0076] The first storage signal generating circuit 700a is connected to odd-numbered storage electrode lines S1, S3, ...,
and S2n-1 and the even-numbered normal gate lines G2, G4, ..., and G2n, and applies the plurality of storage signals
having a high level voltage and a low level voltage to the storage electrode lines S1, S3, ..., and S2n-1.
[0077] The second storage signal generating circuit 700b is connected to even-numbered storage electrode lines S2,
S4,..., and S2n and the odd-numbered normal gate lines G3,..., and G2n-1 except for the first normal gate line G1 and the
additional gate line Gd, and applies the storage signals having the high level voltage and the low level voltage to the
storage electrode lines S2, S4, ... , and S2n.
[0078] In an alternative exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the storage signal generator 700 may not be
supplied with a signal from the additional gate line Gd connected to the gate driver 400. Rather, the storage signal
generator 700 may be supplied with a signal from a separate unit such as the signal controller 600 or a separate signal
generator (not shown), for example, but is not limited thereto. In this case, the additional gate line Gd may not be formed
on the liquid crystal panel assembly 300, as described above.
[0079] In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the storage signal generator 700 is integrated into the
liquid crystal panel assembly 300 along with the plurality of signal lines G1-G2n, Gd, D1-Dm, and S1-S2n and the switching
elements Q. In an alternative exemplary embodiment, the storage signal generator 700 may include at least one IC chip
mounted on the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 or on an FPC film in a TCP, which is attached to the panel assembly
300. Alternatively, the storage signal generator 700 may be mounted on a separate printed circuit board (not shown).
[0080] The data driver 500 is connected to the plurality of data lines D1-Dm of the panel assembly 300 and applies
data voltages, which are selected from the gray voltages supplied from the gray voltage generator 800, to the plurality
of data lines D1-Dm. However, when the gray voltage generator 800 generates only some, rather than all, of the gray
voltages, the data driver 500 may divide the reference gray voltages to generate the data voltages from among the gray
voltages.
[0081] The signal controller 600 controls the gate driver 400, the data driver 500 and the storage signal generator 700.
[0082] In one exemplary embodiment, the data driver 500, the signal controller 600, and the gray voltage generator
800 may include at least one IC chip mounted on the liquid crystal panel assembly 300 or on an FPC film in a TCP,
which is attached to the panel assembly 300. Alternatively, at least one of the data driver 500, the signal controller 600,
and the gray voltage generator 800 may be integrated into the panel assembly 300 along with the plurality of signal lines
G1-G2n, Gd, S1-S2n, and D1-Dm and the switching elements Q. In yet another alternative exemplary embodiment, each
of the data driver 500, the signal controller 600, and the gray voltage generator 800 may be integrated into a single IC
chip, but at least one of the data driver 500, the signal controller 600, and the gray voltage generator 800 or at least one
circuit element in at least one of the data driver 500, the signal controller 600, and the gray voltage generator 800 may
be disposed outside of the single IC chip.
[0083] Still referring to FIGS. 1 and 3, an operation of the liquid crystal display will now be described in further detail.
[0084] The signal controller 600 receives input image signals R, G, and B and a plurality of input control signals which
controls the input image signals R, G, and B from an outside graphics controller (not shown). The input image signals
R, G, and B contain luminance information for the pixels PX, and the luminance has a predetermined number of gray
values, such as 1024 (=210), 256 (=28) or 64 (=26) gray values, for example, but is not limited thereto.
[0085] The plurality of input control signals includes, for example, a vertical synchronization signal Vsync, a horizontal
synchronization signal Hsync, a main clock signal MCLK and a data enable signal DE, but is not limited thereto.
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[0086] The signal controller 600 processes the input image signals R, G, and B based on an input control signal (not
shown) and the input image signals R, G, and B, and, according to an operating condition of the liquid crystal panel
assembly 300, generates a gate control signal CONT1, a data control signal CONT2 and a storage control signals
CONT3, and applies the gate control signal CONT1 to the gate driver 400, the data control signal CONT2 and a digital
image signal DAT to the data driver 500, and the storage control signal CONT3 to the storage signal generator 700.
[0087] The gate control signal CONT1 include a first scanning start signal STV1 (not shown) and a second scanning
start signal STV2 (not shown) which determine a start of the gate-on voltage Von, and at least one clock signal (not
shown) which controls an output period of the gate-on voltage Von. In an exemplary embodiment, the first scanning start
signal STV1 is applied to the first gate driving circuit 400a and the second scanning start signal STV2 is applied to the
second gate driving circuit 400b. In alternative exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the first scanning start
signal STV1 may be applied to the second gate driving circuit 400b and the second scanning start signal STV2 may be
applied to the first gate driving circuit 400a.
[0088] The gate control signal CONT1 may further include an output enable signal OE (not shown) which limits a time
period of the gate-on voltage Von.
[0089] The data control signal CONT2 includes a horizontal synchronization start signal STH (not shown) which
determines a start of data transmission for a respective row of pixels PX, a load signal LOAD (not shown) to apply the
data voltages to the plurality of data lines D1-Dm and a data clock signal HCLK (not shown). The data control signal
CONT2 may further include an inversion signal RVS (not shown) which reverses a polarity of the data voltages relative
to the common voltage Vcom.
[0090] In response to the data control signal CONT2 from the signal controller 600, the data driver 500 receives the
digital image signal DAT for a respective row of pixels PX from the signal controller 600, converts the digital image signal
DAT to an analog data voltage selected from the gray voltages, and applies the analog data voltage to the plurality of
data lines D1-Dm.
[0091] The gate driver 400 applies the gate-on voltage Von to corresponding normal gate lines of a current row, e.g.,
an i-th row of gate lines, in response to the gate control signal CONT1 from the signal controller 600, and thereby turns
on the associated switching elements Q which are connected to the respective normal gate lines of the i-th row. Thus,
the analog data voltage is applied to the data lines D1-Dm and are then supplied to the respective pixels PX of the i-th
row through the turned on switching transistors Q such that the liquid crystal capacitor Clc and the storage capacitor
Cst in the pixels PX of the i-th row are charged by the analog data voltage.
[0092] In an exemplary embodiment, the additional gate line Gd is not connected to a switching element Q.
[0093] The difference between the analog data voltage and the common voltage Vcom applied to a respective pixel
PX is represented as a voltage differential across the liquid crystal capacitor Clc of the pixel PX, and is referred to as a
pixel voltage. The liquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal capacitor Clc are oriented depending on a magnitude of
the pixel voltage, and the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules determines a polarization of light passing through
the liquid crystal layer 3. The polarizer(not shown) converts light polarization to light transmittance such that a given
pixel PX has a luminance proportional to a level of the analog data voltage applied to the pixel PX, .e.g., the pixel voltage.
[0094] After a horizontal period ("1H") equal to one period of the horizontal synchronization signal Hsync and the data
enable signal DE, the data driver 500 applies data voltages to pixels PX of an (i+1)-th row, e.g., a subsequent row, and
the gate driver 400 applies the gate-off voltage Voff to the i-th row and applies the gate-on voltage Von to the (i+1)-th
row of pixels. As a result, the switching elements Q of the i-th row are turned off to float the pixel electrodes 191 of the
i-th row.
[0095] The storage signal generator 700 changes a voltage level of a storage signal applied to an i-th storage electrode
line Si based on the storage control signal CONT3 and a voltage variation of the gate signal applied to the (i+1)-th gate
line Gi+1. Thus, a voltage of the pixel electrode 191 connected to one terminal of the storage capacitor Cst varies in
accordance with the voltage variation of the storage electrode line Si connected to another terminal of the storage
capacitor Cst.
[0096] By repeating the procedure described above for all subsequent pixel rows, the LCD displays an image for a
single frame. When a subsequent frame starts, the inversion signal RVS (not shown) applied to the data driver 500 is
controlled such that a polarity of the analog data voltages is reversed. Put another way, a polarity of the data voltages
of a given frame are the same, but are reversed with respect to a polarity of the data voltages of a previous frame, which
is referred to as "frame inversion".
[0097] In addition, a polarity of the data voltages applied to pixels PX of one row may be substantially the same, and
a polarity of the data voltages applied to pixels PX of a prior adjacent row and a subsequent adjacent row is reversed
(e.g., row inversion).
[0098] In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention which performs frame inversion and/or row inversion, a
polarity of all data voltages applied to pixels PX of one row is positive or negative alternates each consecutive frame.
Further, a storage signal applied to the plurality of storage electrode lines S1-S2n changes from a low level voltage to a
high level voltage when the pixel electrode 191 is charged by a data voltage of a positive polarity. Conversely, the storage
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signal is changed from a high level voltage to a low level voltage when the pixel electrode 191 is charged by a data
voltage of a negative polarity. As a result, the voltage of the pixel electrode 191 increases if the pixel electrode 191 is
charged by a positive data voltage of the positive polarity and decreases if the pixel electrode 191 is charged by a
negative data voltage. As a result, a range of the voltage level of the pixel electrode 191 is increased and is thereby
greater than a range of the gray voltages which are the basis of the data voltages. As a result, a luminance range is
increased without increasing the range of the gray voltages.
[0099] The first storage signal generating circuit 700a and the second storage signal generating circuit 700b include
a plurality of signal generating circuits 710 (FIG. 3) connected to the plurality of storage electrode lines S1-S2n. An
example of a signal generating circuit 710 will now be described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4.
[0100] FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit according to an exemplary embodiment of
the invention, and FIG. 4 is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment
of the present invention in FIG. 3.
[0101] Referring to FIG. 3, a signal generating circuit 710 includes an input terminal IP and an output terminal OP. In
an i-th signal generating circuit 710, for example, the input terminal IP is connected to an (i+1)-th gate line Gi+1 (FIG. 1)
to be supplied with an (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 (hereinafter referred to as "an input signal"), and the output terminal OP
is connected to an i-th storage electrode line Si to output an i-th storage signal Vsi. Similarly, in an (i+1)-th signal generating
circuit 710, for example, the input terminal IP is connected to an (i+2)-th gate line Gi+2 to be supplied with an (i+2)-th
gate signal gi+2 (not shown) as an input signal, and the output terminal OP is connected to an (i+1)-th storage electrode
line Si+1 to output an (i+1)-th storage signal Vsi+1 (not shown).
[0102] The signal generating circuit 710 is supplied with a first clock signal CK1, a second clock signal CK1 B and a
third clock signal CK2 of the storage control signal CONT3 from the signal controller 600 (FIG. 1), and is supplied with
a high voltage AVDD and a low voltage AVSS from the signal controller 600 or an outside device (not shown).
[0103] As shown in FIG. 4, a period of the first clock signal CK1, the second clock signal CK1B and the third clock
signal CK2 may be about 2H, and a duty ratio thereof may be about 50%, but is not limited thereto. The first clock signal
CK1 and the second clock signal CK1 B have a phase difference of about 180 degrees and are each inverted relative
to the other. In contrast, the second clock signal CK1 B and the third clock signal CK2 have substantially the same
phase. In addition, each phase of the first clock signal CK1, the second clock signal CK1 B and the third clock signal
CK2 is reversed in each respective subsequent frame, as shown in FIG. 4.
[0104] The first clock signal CK1 and the second clock signal CK1 B may have a first high level voltage Vh1 of about
15V, for example, and a first low level voltage VI1 of about 0V, for example. The third clock signal CK2 may have a
second high level voltage Vh2 of about 5V, for example, and a second low level voltage VI2 of about 0V, for example.
The high voltage AVDD may be about 5V, for example, and may be about equal to the second high level voltage Vh2
of the third clock signal CK2. The low voltage AVSS may be about 0V, for example, and may be about equal to the
second low level voltage VI2 of the third clock signal CK2.
[0105] The signal generating circuit 710 includes first through fifth transistors Tr1 through Tr5, respectively, each
having a control terminal, an input terminal and an output terminal, and a first capacitor C1 and a second capacitor C2.
[0106] The control terminal of the first transistor Tr1 is connected to the input terminal IP, the input terminal of the
transistor Tr1 is connected to the third clock signal CK2 and the output terminal of the transistor Tr1 is connected to the
output terminal OP.
[0107] The control terminals of the second transistor Tr2 and the third transistor Tr3 are each connected to the input
terminal IP, and the input terminals of the second transistor Tr2 and the third transistor Tr3 are each connected to the
first clock signal CK1 and the second clock signal CK1 B, respectively.
[0108] The control terminals of the fourth transistor Tr4 and the fifth transistor Tr5 are each connected to the output
terminals of the second transistor Tr2 and the third transistor Tr3, respectively, and the input terminals of the fourth
transistor Tr4 and the fifth transistor Tr5 are connected to the low voltage AVSS and the high voltage AVDD, respectively.
[0109] The first capacitor C1 and the second capacitor C2 are connected between the control terminals of the fourth
transistor Tr4 and the fifth transistor Tr5 and the low voltage AVSS and the high voltage AVDD, respectively.
[0110] In one exemplary embodiment, the first though fifth transistors Tr1 through Tr5, respectively, may be formed
from an amorphous silicon ("a-Si") or a polycrystalline silicon ("p-Si") TFT.
[0111] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710 will now be described in further detail.
[0112] Referring again to FIG. 4, in general, the gate-on voltage Von is applied to each of two adjacent gate lines for
an overlapped predetermined time period, such as about 1H, for example, but is not limited thereto. As a result, all of
pixels PX of a given row are charged with data voltages which are applied to pixels of an immediately previous row for
about 1H, and are then charged with data voltages for the remaining 1H to display images.
[0113] Now, an i-th signal generating circuit 710 will be described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4.
[0114] When an input signal, e.g., a gate signal gi+1 applied to an (i+1)-th gate line Gi+1, is changed to a gate-on
voltage Von, the first, second, and third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned on. The turned on first transistor
Tr1 transmits the third clock signal CK2 to the output terminal OP. As a result, the i-th storage signal Vsi is at the second
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low level voltage VI2 of the third clock signal CK2. The turned on second transistor Tr2 transmits the first clock signal
CK1 to the control terminal of the fourth transistor Tr4, and the turned on third transistor Tr3 transmits the second clock
signal CK1 B to the control terminal of the fifth transistor Tr5.
[0115] Since the first and second clock signals CK1 and CK1 B, respectively, have an inverse relationship, the fourth
transistor Tr4 and the fifth transistor Tr5 are oppositely biased at a given time. For example, when the fourth transistor
Tr4 is on, the fifth transistor Tr5 is off, and, conversely, when the fourth transistor Tr4 is off, the fifth transistor Tr5 is on.
Further, when the fourth transistor Tr4 is on and the fifth transistor Tr5 is off, the low voltage AVSS is transmitted to the
output terminal OP, and when fourth transistor Tr4 is off and the fifth transistor Tr5 is on, the high voltage AVDD is
transmitted to the output terminal OP.
[0116] The gate signal gi+1 is at the gate on voltage Von, for example, for a duration of about 2H, as shown in FIG 4.
Further, a first period of about 1H is denoted by a first period T1 and a second period of about 1H is denoted by a
subsequent period T2.
[0117] The first clock signal CK1 is at the first high level voltage Vh1 for the first period T1, and the second and third
clock signals CK1B and CK2, respectively, are at the first and second low level voltages VI1 and VI2, respectively, and
the output terminal OP to which the second low level voltage VI2 of the third clock signal CK2 is transmitted by the
transistor Tr1 is supplied with the low voltage AVSS. As a result, the storage signal Vsi maintains a low level storage
signal voltage V- having a magnitude equal to that of the second low level voltage VI2 and the low voltage AVSS. During
the first period T1, a voltage difference between the first high level voltage Vh1 of the first clock signal CK1 and the low
voltage AVSS is charged into the capacitor C1, and a voltage difference between the low level voltage VI1 of the second
clock signal CK1 B and the high voltage AVDD is charged into the capacitor C2.
[0118] During the period T2, the first clock signal CK1 maintains the first low level voltage VI1, and the second and
third clock signals CK1 B and CK2, respectively, maintain the first and second high level voltages Vh1 and Vh2, respec-
tively, and the fifth transistor Tr5 is thereby turned on and the fourth transistor Tr4 is thereby turned off.
[0119] As a result, the output terminal OP is supplied with the second high level voltage Vh2 of the third clock signal
CK2 transmitted through the turned on first transistor Tr1 and a state of the storage signal Vsi is changed from the low
level storage signal voltage V- to a high level storage signal voltage V+ having a magnitude equal to that of the second
high level voltage Vh2. In addition, the output terminal OP is supplied with the high voltage AVDD applied through the
turned on fifth transistor Tr5, which has a magnitude equal to that of the high level storage signal voltage V+.
[0120] Since a voltage charged into the capacitor C1 is substantially the same as the voltage difference between the
first low level voltage VI1 of the first clock signal CK1 and the low voltage AVSS, the capacitor C1 is discharged when
the first low level voltage VI1 of the first clock signal CK1 and the low voltage AVSS become substantially the same as
each other. Since a voltage charged into the capacitor C2 is based on the voltage difference between the first high level
voltage Vh1 of the second clock signal CK1B and the high voltage AVDD, the voltage charged into the capacitor C2 is
not equal to 0V when the first high level voltage Vh1 and the high voltage AVDD are different from each other, as
described above, wherein the first high level voltage Vh1 of the second clock signal CK1B is about 15V and the high
voltage AVDD is about 5V. Thus, a voltage of about 10V is charged into the capacitor C2.
[0121] When the i+1th stage of the gate signal gi+1 is changed from the gate-on voltage Von to the gate-off voltage
Voff after the period T2 elapses, as shown in FIG. 4, the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned
off. As a result, an electrical connection between the first transistor Tr1 and the output terminal OP is isolated, as well
as the control terminals of the fourth and fifth transistors Tr4 and Tr5, respectively.
[0122] Since the capacitor C1 is not charged, the fourth transistor TR4 remains in a turned off state. However, the
voltage between the first high level Vh1 of the second clock signal CK1 B and the high voltage AVDD has been charged
into the capacitor C2. Thus, while the charged voltage of capacitor C2 is greater than a threshold voltage of the fifth
transistor Tr5, the transistor Tr5 remains in a turned on state. As a result, the high voltage AVDD is provided to the
output terminal OP as storage signal Vsi. Accordingly, the storage signal Vsi maintains the high level storage signal
voltage V+.
[0123] Next, the operation of the (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710 will be described in further detail with reference
to FIG. 4.
[0124] When an (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 having a gate-on voltage Von is applied to the (i+1)-th signal generating circuit
710 (not shown), the (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710 operates.
[0125] As shown in FIG. 4, when the (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 switches to the gate-on voltage Von, the states of the
first, second, and third clock signals CK1, CK1B, and CK2, respectively, reverse and the (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 is at
the gate-on voltage Von.
[0126] Operation for the first gate-on voltage period T1 of the (i+2)-the gate signal gi+2 is substantially the same as
that of the latter gate-on period T2 of the (i+1)-the gate signal gi+1 such that the first, third and fifth transistors Tr1, Tr3,
and Tr5, respectively, are turned on. Accordingly, the second high level voltage Vh2 of the third clock signal CK2 and
the high voltage AVDD are applied to the output terminal OP. As a result, the storage signal Vsi+1 is at a high level
storage signal voltage V+.
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[0127] Similarly, operation for the gate-on voltage period T2 of the (i+2)-the gate signal gi+2 is substantially the same
as that of the first gate-on period T1 of the (i+1)-the gate signal gi+1 such that the first, second and fourth transistors Tr1,
Tr2, and Tr4, respectively, are turned on. Accordingly, the second low level voltage VI2 of the third clock signal CK2
and the low voltage AVSS are applied to the output terminal OP, and the storage signal Vsi+1 is changed from the high
level storage signal voltage V+ to the low level storage signal voltage V-.
[0128] As described above, the first transistor Tr1 may apply the third clock signal CK2 as a storage signal while an
input signal maintains the gate-on voltage Von, and the second through fifth transistors Tr2-Tr5, respectively, may
maintain a state of the storage signal until the next frame using the first and second capacitors C1 and C2, respectively,
when the output terminal OP is isolated from the output terminal of the first transistor Tr1 by the gate-off voltage Voff.
Further, the first transistor Tr1 may apply a storage signal to a corresponding storage electrode line, and the second
through fifth transistors Tr2-Tr5, respectively, maintain the storage signal.
[0129] In one exemplary embodiment, a size of the first transistor Tr1 is much larger than that of the second through
fifth transistors Tr2-Tr5, respectively.
A pixel electrode voltage Vp varies in response to a voltage variation of the storage signal Vs as set forth in Equation 1. 

wherein: VD is a data voltage; Δ is a voltage variation; Clc and Cst represent capacitances of storage and liquid crystal
capacitors, respectively; V+ represents a high level storage signal voltage of a storage signal Vs; and V- represents a
low level storage signal voltage of a storage signal Vs.
[0130] By adding the voltage variation Δ of the storage signal Vs to a data voltage VD or subtracting the voltage variation
Δ of the storage signal Vs from the data voltage VD, the pixel electrode voltage Vp increases by the voltage variation Δ
when a pixel has been charged with a data voltage of a positive polarity, and, in contrast, the pixel electrode voltage Vp
decreases by the voltage variation Δ when a pixel has been charged with a data voltage of a negative polarity. As a
result, the voltage variation Δ of the pixel voltage causes the pixel voltage to become greater than a range of a gray
voltage by the increased or decreased pixel electrode voltage Vp such that a range of the represented luminance also
increases.
[0131] Further, as described above, since a common voltage is fixed at a predetermined value, a power consumption
is effectively reduced in comparison with LCDs of the prior art in which a common voltage alternates between a high
value and a low value.
[0132] Thus, according to exemplary embodiments of the present invention, a common voltage is fixed at a predeter-
mined value, and a storage signal of which a level is periodically changed is applied to a storage electrode line such
that a range of pixel electrode voltages increases. Thus, a range of voltages for representing gray voltages increases
to improve image quality of an LCD.
[0133] Further, power consumption is reduced due to the constant common voltage, as described above.
[0134] Hereinafter, another exemplary embodiment of the present invention will be described in further detail with
reference to FIGS. 5 to 8B.
[0135] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, and FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit of the storage signal generating circuit
according to the exemplary embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 5. FIGS. 7A and 7B are signal timing diagrams
of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 6. More specifically,
FIG. 7A is an example when a scanning direction of a gate driver is a forward direction, and FIG. 7B is an example when
a scanning direction of a gate driver is a reverse direction. FIGS. 8A and 8B are signal timing diagrams of the signal
generating circuit according to an alternative exemplary embodiment of the present invention. More specifically, FIG 8A
is an example illustrating signal timings when a scanning direction of a gate driver is a forward direction, and FIG. 8B is
an example illustrating signal timings when a scanning direction of a gate driver is a reverse direction.
[0136] Except for variations described in further detail below, the LCD according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention shown in FIGS. 5 through 8B is substantially the same as the LCD shown in FIGS. 1 through 3.
Therefore, elements performing the same or similar operations are labeled with the same reference numerals, and any
repetitive descriptions thereof will be omitted below.
[0137] A liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention shown in FIG. 5 includes
a liquid crystal panel assembly 300a, a gate driver 401, a data driver 500, a gray voltage generator 800 connected to
the data driver 500, a storage signal generator 701, and a signal controller 601.
[0138] However, unlike the exemplary embodiment of the present invention shown in FIG. 1, the gate driver 401 is a
bi-directional gate driver of which a scanning direction of a plurality of normal gate lines G1-G2n changes in accordance
with a selection signal (not shown) from an outside device (not shown). More specifically, based on a state of the selection
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signal, the gate driver 401 sequentially transmits a gate-on voltage Von in a forward direction, e.g., from the first normal
gate line G1 to the final normal gate line G2n, or, in contrast, in a reverse direction, e.g., from the last normal gate line
Gn to the first normal gate line G1. In the bi-directional driving of the gate driver 401, the liquid crystal display may further
include a selection switch (not shown) which outputs the selection signal having a state which is varied by a selection
of a user input to the signal controller 601, for example, and the signal controller 601 may output additional third and
fourth scanning start signals STV3 and STV4, respectively (not shown), to a gate control signal CONT1a, as well as first
and second scanning start signals STV1 and STV2 (not shown), respectively, applied to the first and second gate driving
circuits 401a and 401b, respectively, as described in greater detail above. Thus, when the gate driver 401 scans in the
forward direction, the first and second scanning start signals STV1 and STV2, respectively, may be applied to the first
and second gate driving circuits 401a and 401b, respectively, and when the gate driver 401 scans in the reverse direction,
the third and fourth scanning start signals STV3 and STV4, respectively, may be applied to the first and second gate
driving circuits 401a and 401b, respectively.
[0139] Each of first and second storage signal generating circuits 701a and 701b of the storage signal generator 701
of the liquid crystal display according to an exemplary embodiment includes a plurality of signal generating circuits 710a
to transmit storage signals to the plurality of storage electrode lines S1-S2n. Each signal generating circuit 710a of the
plurality of signal generating circuits 710a is similar to the signal generating circuit 710 shown in FIG. 3 as shown in FIG.
6, e.g., the signal generating circuit 710a includes an output terminal OP, first through fifth transistors Tr1 through Tr5,
respectively, and a first capacitor C1 and a second capacitor C2.
[0140] However, the signal generating circuit 710a of the exemplary embodiment in FIG. 6 further includes a first input
terminal IP11 and a second input terminal IP12, and a first direction control terminal IP13 and a second direction control
terminal IP14. In an i-th signal generating circuit 710a, the first input terminal IP11 is connected to an (i+1)-th gate line
Gi+1 to be supplied with an (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 (hereinafter referred to as a "first input signal"), and the second input
terminal IP12 is connected to an (i-1)-th gate line Gi-1 to be supplied with an (i-1)-th gate signal gi-1 (hereinafter referred
to as a "second input signal"). Similarly, in an (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710a, the first input terminal IP11 is
connected to an (i+2)-th gate line Gi+2 to be supplied with an (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 as a first input signal, and the
second input terminal IP12 is connected to an i-th gate line Gi to be supplied with an i-th gate signal gi as a second input
signal.
[0141] Like the signal generating circuit 710 shown in FIG. 3, the signal generating circuit 710a is supplied with first,
second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, of a storage control signal CONT3a from the signal
controller 601, and is also supplied with a high voltage AVDD and a low voltage AVSS from the signal controller 601 or
an outside device (not shown). The signal generating circuit 710a is further supplied with a first direction signal DIR or
DIRa and a second direction signal DIRB or DIRBa, of the storage control signal CONT3a from the signal controller 601,
through the first direction control signal terminal IP13 and the second direction control terminal IP14, respectively.
[0142] The signal generating circuit 710a further includes a sixth transistor Tr6 and a seventh transistor Tr7 each of
which has a control terminal, an input terminal and an output terminal.
[0143] As shown in FIG. 6, the control terminal of the sixth transistor Tr6 is connected to the first direction control
terminal IP13, the input terminal of the sixth transistor Tr6 is connected to the first input terminal IP11 and the output
terminal of the sixth transistor Tr6 is connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1 through
Tr3, respectively.
[0144] Further, the control terminal of the seventh transistor Tr7 is connected to the second direction control terminal
IP14, the input terminal of the seventh transistor Tr7 is connected to the second input terminal IP12 and the output
terminal of the seventh transistor Tr7 is connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1 through
Tr3, respectively.
[0145] The liquid crystal display further includes a second additional gate line Gda as well as an additional gate line
Gd. The second additional gate line Gda is connected to an end of the second gate driving circuit 401b to transmit a
gate-on voltage Von to the first storage signal generating circuit 701a after a gate signal g1 is transmitted.
[0146] In exemplary embodiment, neither the additional gate line Gda nor the additional gate line Gd are connected to
switching elements Q.
[0147] An example of an operation of the signal generating circuit will be described in further detail with reference to
FIGS. 7A and 7B.
[0148] As shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B, the first and second direction signals DIR and DIRB, respectively, applied to
the first and second direction control terminals IP13 and IP14, respectively, maintain a third high level voltage Vh3 or a
third low level voltage VI3 for one frame, and the first and second direction signals DIR and DIRB, respectively, have
phases which are inverted relative to each other. More specifically, when the first direction signal DIR has the third high
level voltage Vh3, the second direction signal DIRB has the third low level voltage VI3, and when the first direction signal
DIR has the third low level voltage VI3, the second direction signal DIRB has the third high level voltage Vh3. Further,
the third high level voltage Vh3 of the first and second direction signals DIR and DIRB, respectively, has a magnitude
which turns on the sixth and seventh transistors Tr6 and Tr7, respectively, and a magnitude the third high level voltage
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Vh3 may be about 15V, for example, but is not limited thereto. The third low level voltage VI3 of the first and second
direction signals DIR and DIRB, respectively, has a magnitude which turns off the sixth and seventh transistors Tr6 and
Tr7, respectively, and a magnitude of the third low level voltage VI3 may be about -10V, for example, but is not limited
thereto.
[0149] Thus, the sixth and seventh transistors Tr6 and Tr7, respectively, have opposite biases to each other at a given
time, whereby when the sixth transistor Tr6 is in a turned-on state, the seventh transistor Tr7 is in a turned-off state, and
when the sixth transistor Tr6 is in a turned-off state, the seventh transistor Tr7 is in a turned-on state.
[0150] The first and second direction signals DIR and DIRB, respectively, may be outputted based on the selection
signal, or may be outputted using a control signal which controls the scanning direction of the gate driver 401, for example,
but is not limited thereto in alternative exemplary embodiments of the present invention.
[0151] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710a will now be described in further detail for a situation in which
the scanning direction of the gate driver 401 is the forward direction.
[0152] Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7A, the first direction signal DIR is at the third high level voltage Vh3 to input to the
first direction control terminal IP13, and the second direction signal DIRB is at the low third level voltage VI3 to input to
the second direction control terminal IP14.
[0153] Thus, the sixth transistor Tr6 is turned on and the seventh transistor Tr7 is turned off, and the signal generating
circuit 710a is thereby operated according to a first input signal, e.g., a gate signal gi+1, applied to the first input terminal
IP11. More specifically, when the signal generating circuit 710a is operated as an i-th signal generating circuit 710a, the
i-th signal generating circuit 710a is operated by a gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1 which is applied to an
(i+1)-th gate line Gi+1 (FIG. 1). Therefore, as described above in reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, a storage signal Vsi having
a predetermined level is outputted by operation of the first through fifth transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, and the first
and second capacitors C1 and C2, respectively.
[0154] Likewise, when the scanning direction of the gate driver 401 is the reverse direction, as shown in FIG. 7B, the
first direction signal DIR is at the third low level voltage VI3 and the second direction signal DIRB exhibits the third high
level voltage Vh3.
[0155] Thus, the sixth transistor Tr6 is turned off, and the seventh transistor Tr7 is turned on and the signal generating
circuit 710a is operated by a second input signal applied to the second input terminal IP12, e.g., a gate signal gi-1. More
specifically, when the signal generating circuit 710a is operated as the i-th signal generating circuit 710a, the i-th signal
generating circuit 710a is operated by a gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi-1 which is applied to an (i-1)-th gate
line Gi-1 (FIG. 1). Therefore, as described above in reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, the storage signal Vsi having a prede-
termined level is outputted by operations of the first through fifth transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, and the first and second
capacitors C1 and C2, respectively.
[0156] Instead of the signal generating circuit 710 (FIG. 3) being directly supplied with an input signal via the input
terminal IP to turn on the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, the signal generating circuit 710a is supplied
with a gate signal through the sixth transistor Tr6 as an input signal to apply to the control terminals of the first through
third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, when the scanning direction is the forward direction, and the signal generating
circuit 710a is supplied with a gate signal through the seventh transistor Tr7 as the input signal to apply to the control
terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, when the scanning direction is the reverse direction,
as shown in FIG. 6. Operation of the first through fifth transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, and the first and second capacitors
C1 and C2, respectively, is the same as those of the signal generating circuit 710, as described above in greater detail
with reference to FIG. 3.
[0157] An operation of the signal generating circuit 710a according to an alternative exemplary embodiment of the
present invention will now be described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 8A and 8B.
[0158] As shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B, the first direction signal DIRa and the second direction signal DIRBa are applied
to the first and second direction control terminals IP13 and IP14, respectively, and have a third high level voltage Vh3
and a third low level voltage VI3, respectively. Further, he third high level voltage Vh3 and the third low level voltage VI3
are each maintained for about 1H and a duty ratio thereof may be about 50%. More specifically, the first direction signal
DIRa and the second direction DIRBa alternate between the third high level voltage Vh3 and the third low level voltage
VI3 about every 1H. Further, the first direction signal DIRa and the second direction signal DIRBa have a phase difference
of about 180 degrees and are inverted relative to each other.
[0159] As described above, the third high level voltage Vh3 of the first direction signal DIRa and the second direction
signal DIRBa may be about 15V, for example, and the third low level voltage VI3 thereof may be about -10V, for example.
[0160] The first direction control terminal IP13 and the second direction control terminal IP14 of the signal generating
circuit 710a are alternately supplied with the first and second direction signals DIRa and DIRB, respectively, for each
row. More specifically, in a signal generating circuit 710a connected to odd-numbered storage electrode lines S1, S3, ...,
S2n-1, the first direction control terminal IP13 is supplied with the first direction signal DIRa and the second direction
control terminal IP14 is supplied with the second direction signal DIRBa. In contrast, in the signal generating circuit 710a
connected to even-numbered storage electrode lines S2, S4, ..., S2n, the first direction control terminal IP13 is supplied
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with the second direction signal DIRBa and the second direction control terminal IP14 is supplied with the first direction
signal DIRa.
[0161] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710a will now be described in further detail with reference to FIGS.
6 and 8A for a case when the scanning direction of the gate driver 401 is in the forward direction.
[0162] In an odd-numbered signal generating circuit 710a, for example, an i-th signal generating circuit 710a, when
the first input terminal IP11 is supplied with a gate-on voltage Von of an (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 as a first input signal,
and the second input terminal IP12 is supplied with a gate-off voltage Voff of an (i-1)-th gate signal gi-1 as a second input
signal, the first direction control terminal IP13 is supplied with the first direction signal DIRa as a first direction signal,
and the second direction control terminal IP14 is supplied with the second direction signal DIRBa as a second direction
signal.
[0163] For the first period T1 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1, the first direction signal DIRa is at the
third low level voltage VI3 and the second direction signal DIRBa is the third high level voltage Vh3, and the sixth transistor
Tr6 is thereby turned off while the seventh transistor Tr7 is turned on. Further, the second input signal is the gate-off
voltage Voff and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are therefore turned off, and thereby a storage
signal Vsi remains at a previous voltage state, such as a low level storage signal voltage V-, for example, as shown in
FIG. 8A.
[0164] After about 1H, e.g., for the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1, the first direction signal
DIRa changes from the third low level voltage VI3 to the third high level voltage Vh3, and the second direction signal
DIRBa is changed from the third high level voltage Vh3 to the third low level voltage VI3.
[0165] Therefore, the sixth transistor Tr6 is turned on for the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal
gi+1, and the gate-on voltage Von is transmitted to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3,
respectively, to turn on the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively.
[0166] The first clock signal CK1 is at the first low level voltage VI1 for the period T2 and the second and third clock
signals CK1B and CK2, respectively, are at the first high level voltages Vh1 and Vh2, respectively, as described above
with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Therefore, the second high level voltage Vh2 of the third clock signal CK2 and the high
voltage AVDD are transmitted to the output terminal OP. Therefore, the storage signal Vsi changes from the low level
storage signal voltage V- to a high level storage signal voltage V+, and the second capacitor C2 in charged.
[0167] When the first direction signal DIRa changes to the third low level voltage VI3 after the period T2 elapses, the
sixth transistor Tr6 is turned off. However, the transistor Tr5 maintains at the turned-on state by a voltage charged into
the second capacitor C2, and thereby the high voltage AVDD is still transmitted to the output terminal OP such that the
storage signal Vsi maintains the high level storage signal voltage V+.
[0168] Next, an operation of an even-numbered signal generating circuit 710a, for example an (i+1)-th signal generating
circuit 710a, will be described in further detail.
[0169] Still referring to FIGS. 6 and 8A, in the (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710a, when the first input terminal IP11
is supplied with a gate-on voltage Von of an (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 as a first input signal, and the second input terminal
IP12 is supplied with a gate-off voltage Voff of an i-th gate signal gi as a second input signal, the first direction control
terminal IP13 is supplied with the second direction signal DIRBa as a first direction signal, and the second direction
control terminal IP14 is supplied with the first direction signal DIRa as a second direction signal.
[0170] Since for the first period T1 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1, the first direction signal DIRBa
is at the third low level voltage VI3, and the second direction signal DIRa is the third high level voltage Vh3, the sixth
transistor Tr6 is turned off, and the seventh transistor Tr7 is turned on. The second input signal is at the gate-off voltage
Voff and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned off, and thereby a storage signal Vsi+1 maintains
a previous voltage state such as a high level storage signal voltage V+, for example.
[0171] After about 1H, e.g., for the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+2, the first direction signal
DIRBa changes from the third low level voltage VI3 to the third high level voltage Vh3, and the second direction signal
DIRa is changed from the third high level voltage Vh3 to the third low level voltage VI3.
[0172] Therefore, the sixth transistor Tr6 is turned on for the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal
gi+2, and the gate-on voltage Von is transmitted to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3,
respectively, to turn on the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively.
[0173] The first clock signal CK1 is at the first high level voltage Vh1 and the second and third clock signals CK1 B
and CK2, respectively, are the first and second low level voltages VI1 and VI2, respectively, as described above with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, and the low level voltage VI2 of the third clock signal CK2 and the low voltage AVSS are
thereby transmitted to the output terminal OP. Therefore, the storage signal Vsi+1 changes from the high level storage
signal voltage V+ to the low level storage signal voltage V-, and the first capacitor C1 is charged.
[0174] When the first direction signal DIRBa changes to the third low level voltage VI3 after the period T2 elapses,
the sixth transistor Tr6 is turned off. However, the fourth transistor Tr4 remains at a turned-on state by a voltage charged
into the first capacitor C1, and thereby the low voltage AVSS is still transmitted to the output terminal OP and the storage
signal Vsi+1 is maintained at the low level storage signal voltage V-.
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[0175] Hereinafter, operation of the signal generating circuit 710a will be described in further detail with reference to
FIG. 8B, in which the scanning direction of the gate driver 401 is the reverse direction. In this case, waveforms of the
direction signals DIRa and DIRBa are opposite to the case of the forward direction described above with reference to
FIG. 8A.
[0176] Referring to FIGS. 6 and 8B, the transistor Tr7 is turned on and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3,
respectively, are turned on for period 1H, e.g., a subsequent period T2 following the period T2 described above, of a
gate-on voltage Von of a corresponding gate signal which is applied to the second input terminal IP12 as the second
input signal. More specifically, the first through fifth transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, and the first and second capacitors
C1 and C2, respectively, operate based on states of the first to third clock signals CK1, CK1B, and CK2, respectively,
to transmit a storage signal to a corresponding storage electrode line. Operation of the first through fifth transistors Tr1-
Tr5, respectively, and the first and second capacitors C1 and C2 , respectively, are substantially the same as in the case
in which the scanning direction of the gate driver is the forward direction, as described above, and have been therefore
omitted herein.
[0177] As described above, in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the first and second direction signals
DIRa and DIRBa, respectively, are applied to the first and second direction control terminals IP13 and IP14, respectively.
Further, the first and second direction signals DIRa and DIRBa, respectively, alternate between the third high level
voltage Vh3 and third low level voltage VI3 each 1H. Thus, an operation characteristic variation of transistors does not
occur due to the long-time application of the direction signals DIRa and DIRBa and deterioration of elements therefrom.
[0178] The signals shown in the timing diagrams of FIGS. 8A and 8B may be applied to liquid crystal displays having
amorphous silicon thin film transistors as well as polysilicon thin film transistors.
[0179] In an exemplary embodiment, the gate driver 401 is a bi-directional gate driver, and one of the first through
fourth scanning start signals STV1 through STV4, respectively, may be applied to the signal generating circuit 710a
supplied with a gate signal in accordance with the scanning direction.
[0180] Hereinafter, a liquid crystal display according to an alternative exemplary embodiment of the invention will be
described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 9 to 13B.
[0181] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 10 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment of the
present invention in FIG. 9, and FIG. 11 is a plan layout view of the signal generating circuit of the exemplary embodiment
of the present invention in FIG. 10. FIG. 12 is a signal timing diagram illustrating a relationship of a gate clock signal
applied to a gate driver and a storage clock signal applied to a storage signal generator according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention. FIGS. 13A and 13B are signal timing diagrams of the signal generating circuit
according to the exemplary embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 10, wherein FIG. 13A is an example of signal
timings when a scanning direction of a gate driver is a forward direction and FIG. 13B is an example of signal timings
when a scanning direction of a gate driver is a reverse direction.
[0182] Except for variations described in further detail below, the LCD according to exemplary embodiment of the
present invention shown in FIGS. 9-13B is substantially the same as the LCD shown in FIGS. 1 through 6. Therefore,
elements performing the same or similar operations are indicated by the same reference numerals, and any repetitive
descriptions thereof will be omitted below.
[0183] Referring to FIG. 9, an LCD includes a liquid crystal panel assembly 300b, a gate driver 402, a data driver 500,
a gray voltage generator 800 connected to the data driver 500, a storage signal generator 702 and a signal controller 602.
[0184] Like the LCD described in greater detail above and shown in FIG. 5, the gate driver 402 is a bi-directional gate
driver.
[0185] First and second storage signal generating circuits 702a and 702b, respectively, of the storage signal generator
702 may include a plurality of signal generating circuits 710b connected to storage electrode lines S1-S2n, and each of
the signal generating circuits 710b is similar to the signal generating circuit 710a shown in FIG. 6.
[0186] As shown in FIG. 10, the signal generating circuit 710b includes an output terminal OP, first through fifth
transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, and first and second capacitors C1 and C2, respectively.
[0187] The signal generating circuit 710b further includes an input terminal IP21 and a control terminal IP22. In an i-
th signal generating circuit 710b, for example, the input terminal IP21 is connected to an i-th gate line Gi to be supplied
with an i-th gate signal gi as an input signal, and similarly, in an (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710b, the input terminal
IP21 is connected to an (i+1)-th gate line Gi+1 to be supplied with an (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 as the input signal.
[0188] The signal generating circuit 710b is supplied with first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1 B and CK2,
respectively, of a storage control signal CONT3 from the signal controller 602, and is also supplied with a high voltage
AVDD and a low voltage AVSS from the signal controller 602 or an outside device (not shown).
[0189] The signal generating circuit 710b is further supplied with a storage clock signal of a plurality of storage clock
signals CLK_L (e.g., as shown in FIG. 10), CLK_R, CLKB_L and CLKB_R of the storage control signal CONT3 from the
signal controller 602 through the control terminal I P22.
[0190] As shown in FIGS. 9 and 11, the signal generating circuits 710b of the first storage signal generating circuit
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702a are located on a left side of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300b and generate even-numbered storage signals
Vs2, Vs4,..., Vs2n, and are alternately supplied with storage clock signals CLK_L and CLKB_L of the plurality of storage
clock signals CLK_L, CLK_R, CLKB_L and CLKB_R applied from the left side of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300b.
The signal generating circuits 710b of the second storage signal generating circuit 702b are located on an opposite right
side of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300b and generate odd-numbered storage signals Vs1, Vs3,..., Vs2n-1, and are
alternately supplied with storage clock signals CLKB_R and CLK_R of the plurality of storage clock signals CLK_L,
CLK_R, CLKB_L and CLKB_R which are applied from the right side of the liquid crystal panel assembly 300b.
[0191] Positions of the first and second storage signal generating circuits 702a and 702b, respectively, on the liquid
crystal panel assembly 300b, a connection relationship between the first and second storage signal generating circuits
702a and 702b, respectively, and the storage electrode lines, and an operating relationship of the first and second
storage signal generating circuits 702a and 702b, respectively, to the plurality of storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L,
CLK_R and CLKB_R may be varied in alternative exemplary embodiments of the present invention.
[0192] Further, in an alternative exemplary embodiment, the plurality of storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L, CLK_R
and CLKB_R may be of the gate control signal CONT1 for generating the gate signals, and may be generated based
on gate clock signals applied to gate driving circuits 402a and 402b.
[0193] An example of gate clock signals and storage clock signals according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention is shown in FIG. 12.
[0194] FIG. 12 shows the storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_R, CLKB_L and CLK_R of the plurality of storage clock
signals CLK_L, CLKB_R, CLKB_L and CLK_R applied to the first and second storage generating circuits 702a and
702b, respectively, which generate i-th, (i+2)-th, and (i+3)-th storage signals Si, Si+1, Si+2, and Si+3, respectively, when
gate clock signals GCK_L, GCK_R, GCK_L and GCK_R are applied to the first and second gate driving circuits 402a
and 402b, respectively, which generate i-th, (i+1)-th, (i+2)-th and (i+3)-th gate signals gi, gi+1, gi+2 and gi+3 when a
scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is a forward direction.
[0195] However, when the scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is a reverse direction, the gate clock signals
GCK_L, GCK_R, GCK_L and GCK_R in FIG. 12 may be signals for generating (i+3)-th, (i+2)-th, (i+1)-th, and i-th gate
signals gi+3, gi+2, gi+1, and gi, respectively, and the storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_R, CLKB_L and CLK_R may
by applied to the first and second storage signal generating circuits 702a and 702b, respectively, to generate the (i+3)-th,
(i+2)-th, (i+1)-th and i-th storage signals Si+3, Si+2, Si+1, and Si, respectively.
[0196] A pulse width of the storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L, CLK_R and CLKB_R may be about 2H, and a duty
ratio thereof may be about 50%. The storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L, CLK_R and CLKB_R swing every about
2H. Two corresponding storage clock signals CLK_R and CLKB_R, or CLK_L and CLKB_L, each have waveforms which
are opposite in phase to each other, as shown in FIG. 12. A predetermined delay time occurs between each of the
corresponding storage clock signals CLK_R and CLKB_R and the storage clock signals CLK_L and CLKB_L corre-
sponding to the storage clock signals CLK_R and CLKB_R. In an exemplary embodiment, the delay time may be about
1H, for example, but is not limited thereto. The storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L, CLK_R and CLKB_R have a
fourth high level voltage Vh4 and a low level voltage VI4 (FIG. 13A). For example, the high level voltage Vh4 may be
about 15V, and the low level voltage VI4 may be about -1V, but are not limited thereto.
[0197] The signal generating circuit 710b further includes an alternative sixth transistor Tr61 and an alternative seventh
transistor Tr71, each of which has a control terminal, an input terminal and an output terminal.
[0198] The input and control terminals of the alternative sixth transistor Tr61 are connected to the input terminal IP21,
and the output terminal of the alternative sixth transistor Tr61 is connected to the control terminals of the first through
third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, and the alternative sixth transistor Tr61 thereby effectively functions as a diode.
[0199] The control terminal of the alternative seventh transistor Tr71 is connected to the control terminal IP22, the
input terminal of the alternative seventh transistor Tr71 is connected to the input terminal IP21 and the output terminal
of the alternative seventh transistor Tr71 is connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-
Tr3, respectively.
[0200] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710b will now be described in further detail with reference to FIG.
13A, wherein a scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is a forward direction.
[0201] When the input terminal IP21 of the signal generating circuit 710b, e.g., an i-th signal generating circuit 710b
which is connected to an even-numbered storage line, is supplied with a gate-on voltage Von of an i-th gate signal gi,
the alternate sixth transistor Tr61 is turned on, and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned on.
[0202] Thus, for application of the gate-on voltage Von of the i-th gate signal gi, a signal having a voltage level based
on respective states of the first to third clock signals CK1, CK1 B, and CK2, respectively, is transmitted to the output
terminal OP and is outputted as a storage signal Vsi.
[0203] For a first period T1 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi, the first clock signal CK1 is at the first low
level voltage VI1, and the second and third clock signals CK1B and CK2, respectively, are at first and second high level
voltages Vh1 and Vh2, respectively, the storage signal Vsi having a high level storage signal voltage V+ is outputted
from the output terminal OP by operation of the first through third transistors Tr1, Tr3 and Tr5, respectively.
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[0204] However, since for a period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi the first clock signal CK1 changes
to the first high level voltage Vh1, and the second and third clock signals CK1 B and CK2, respectively, cha nge to the
first and second low level voltages VI1 and VI2, respectively, the storage signal Vsi having a low level storage signal
voltage V- is transmitted to the output terminal OP by the operations of the first, second and fourth transistors Tr1, Tr2,
and Tr4, respectively, such that the storage signal Vsi is changed from the high level storage signal voltage V+ to the
low level storage signal voltage V-.
[0205] After the period T2, the gate signal gi is changed to the gate-off voltage Voff, and the alternate sixth transistor
Tr61, which functions as a diode, is thereby turned off. As a result, a voltage VNi of a node N (FIG. 10), to which the
output terminals of each of the alternative sixth and alternative seventh transistors Tr61 and Tr71, respectively, are
connected, maintains a previous high state Vh5 such that the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, maintain
the turned-on state until the storage clock signal CLK_L applied to the control terminal IP22 is again changed to the
fourth high level voltage Vh4. A voltage level of the storage signal Vsi is determined according to the voltage level of the
first to third clock signals CK1, CK1B, and CK2, respectively. More specifically, the first clock signal CK1 is changed to
first the low level voltage VI1 and the second and third clock signals CK1 B and CK2, respectively, are changed to the
first and second high level voltages Vh1 and Vh2, respectively, and the high level storage signal voltage V+ is thereby
transmitted to the output terminal OP in accordance with the operations of the first, third and fifth transistors Tr1, Tr3
and Tr5, respectively, based on the first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, such that
the storage signal Vsi is changed from the low level storage signal voltage V- to the high level storage signal voltage V+
to be outputted from the output terminal OP.
[0206] After a predetermine time elapses, when the storage clock signal CLK_L applied to the control terminal IP22
is at the fourth high level voltage Vh4, the alternative seventh transistor Tr71 is turned on and a gate-off voltage Voff of
the gate signal gi is thereby applied to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively.
Thus, the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are each turned off. Accordingly, the storage signal Vsi
maintains the high level storage signal voltage V+ for the next frame based on a voltage charged into the capacitor C2
and operation of the fifth transistor Tr5 based on the charged voltage.
[0207] Next, an operation of the signal generating circuit 710b, for an (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710b which is
connected to an odd-numbered storage line, will be described.
[0208] Still referring to FIGS. 10 and 13A, when a gate-on voltage Von of an (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1 is applied to the
input terminal IP21, the alternative sixth transistor Tr61 is turned on, and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3,
respectively, are turned on.
[0209] Thus, for the application of the gate-on voltage Von of the (i+1)-th gate signal gi+1, a signal having a voltage
level based on states of the first through third clock signals CK1, CK1 B, and CK2, respectively, is transmitted to the
output terminal OP and is outputted as a storage signal Vsi+1.
[0210] For the first period T1 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1, the first clock signal CK1 is at the first
high level voltage Vh1, and the second and third clock signals CK1B and CK2, respectively, are the first and second
low level voltages VI1 and VI2, respectively, and the storage signal Vsi+2 having the low level storage signal voltage V-
is outputted to the output terminal OP by operation of the first, second and fourth transistors Tr1, Tr2, and Tr4, respectively.
[0211] However, for the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the gate signal gi+1, the first clock signal CK1 is
changed to the first low level voltage VI1, and the second and third clock signals CK1 B and CK2, respectively, are
changed to the first and second high level voltages Vh1 and Vh2, respectively, and the storage signal Vsi+1 having a
high level storage signal voltage V+ is outputted to the output terminal OP as the storage signal Vsi+1 by operation of
the first, second and fourth transistors Tr1, Tr2, and Tr4, respectively. Therefore, the storage signal Vsi+1 is changed
from the low level storage signal voltage V-to the high level storage signal voltage V+ to be output from the output
terminal OP.
[0212] After the period T2, the gate signal gi+1 is changed to a gate-off voltage Voff, but until the storage clock signal
CLKB_R applied to the direction control terminal IP22 is changed to the fourth high level voltage Vh4, a voltage VNi+1
of the node N does not change to a previous low state VI5 but instead is maintained at the previous high state Vh5 by
the alternative sixth transistor Tr61 functioning as a diode such that the firth through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively,
remain in the turned-on state. Accordingly, since the first clock signal CK1 is at the first high level voltage Vh1 and the
second and third clock signals CK1 B and CK2, respectively, are the first and second low level voltages VI1 and VI2,
respectively, the low level storage signal voltage V- is transmitted to the output terminal OP as the storage signal Vsi+1
by operation of the first, second and fourth transistors Tr1, Tr2, and Tr4. As a result, the storage signal Vsi+1 is again
changed from the high level storage signal voltage V+ to the low level storage signal voltage V-.
[0213] After a predetermined time elapses, the alternative seventh transistor Tr71 is turned on and the gate signal
gi+1 of the gate-off voltage Voff is applied to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively,
to turn off the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, when the storage clock signal CLKB_R applied to the
control terminal IP22 is changed to the fourth high level voltage Vh4. Therefore the storage signal Vsi+1 remains at the
low level storage signal voltage V- until the next frame, based on a charged voltage of the capacitor C1 and the operation
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of the fourth transistor Tr4.
[0214] Hereinafter, an operation of the signal generating circuit 710b will be described in further detail with reference
to FIG. 13B, wherein the scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is the reverse direction.
[0215] As shown in FIG. 13B, operation of the signal generating circuit 710b is substantially the same as for operation
of the signal generating circuit 710b when the scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is the forward direction as
described above with reference to FIG. 13A except for respective gate signals applied to the input terminal IP21, and
any repetitive description thereof will therefore be omitted herein.
[0216] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention as described above, for a time period of about
1H of the first period T1 of a gate-on voltage Von, a corresponding level of the third clock signal CK2 is outputted as a
storage signal, but since a response speed of liquid crystals is slow as compared to the time period 1H, variation of the
storage signal of about 1H does not cause a significant variation of the pixel electrode voltage.
[0217] Further, the storage clock signals CLK_L, CLKB_L, CLK_R and CLKB_R applied to the control terminal IP22
of the signal generating circuit 710b shown in FIG. 10 determine a voltage level at the node N according to the gate-off
voltage Voff such that the voltage level transmitted to the output terminal OP is not changed during the time period of
about 1H of the variation of the first to third clock signals CK1, CK1B, and CK2, and the voltage level of the storage
signal which has an appropriate magnitude level is thereby maintained until the next frame.
[0218] Thus, in the storage signal generator 702 of the LCD according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, a gate line which transmits an additional gate signal in addition to the normal gate lines G1-G2n is not necessary,
and a separate direction signal corresponding to a scanning direction of the gate driver 402 is not required.
[0219] Referring to FIGS 14 to 17B, an LCD according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention will
be described in further detail.
[0220] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a liquid crystal display according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention. FIG. 15 is a schematic circuit diagram of a signal generating circuit according to the exemplary embodiment
of the present invention in FIG. 14, FIG. 16 is a plan layout view of the signal generating circuit according to the exemplary
embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 15. FIG. 17A is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit
shown in FIG. 15 using row inversion, and FIG. 17B is a signal timing diagram of the signal generating circuit according
to the exemplary embodiment of the present invention in FIG. 15 using frame inversion.
[0221] Except for variations described in further detail below, the LCD according to the embodiment of the present
invention shown in FIGS. 14-17B is substantially the same as the LCDs of the exemplary embodiments described in
greater detail above. Therefore, elements performing the same or similar operations as in the above-described exemplary
embodiments are indicated by the same reference numerals in FIGS. 14-17B, and any repetitive descriptions thereof
will be omitted below.
[0222] As shown in FIG. 14, an LCD includes a liquid crystal panel assembly 300c, a gate driver 403, a data driver
500, a gray voltage generator 800 connected to the data driver 500, a storage signal generator 703 and a signal controller
603 which controls the above elements.
[0223] The gate driver 403 is a bi-directional gate driver, as in shown in FIG. 9.
[0224] The storage signal generator 703 includes first and second storage signal generating circuits 703a and 703b,
respectively. The first and second storage signal generating circuits 703a and 703b, respectively, each include a plurality
of signal generating circuits 710c, each of which is connected to the plurality of storage electrode lines Si-S2n(FIG. 1).
[0225] Each of the signal generating circuits 710c is substantially the same as that shown in FIG. 10, e.g., each signal
generating circuit 710c includes an output terminal OP, first through fifth transistors Tr1-Tr5, respectively, each having
a control terminal, an input terminal and an output terminal, and first and second capacitors C1 and C2, respectively,
as shown in FIG. 15.
[0226] However, each of the signal generating circuits 710c further includes a first input terminal IP31 and a second
input terminal IP32, and a control terminal IP41.
[0227] Referring to FIG. 15., in an i-th signal generating circuit 710c, the first input terminal IP31 is connected to an
(i+2)-th gate line Gi+2 to be supplied with an (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2, and the input terminal IP32 is connected to an (i-
2)-th gate line Gi-2 to be supplied with an (i-2)-th gate signal gi-2.
[0228] Similarly, in an (i+1)-th signal generating circuit 710c, the input terminal IP31 is connected to an (i+3)-th gate
line Gi+3 to be supplied with an (i+3)-th gate signal gi+3, and the input terminal IP32 is connected to an (i-1)-th gate line
Gi-1 to be supplied with an (i-1)-th gate signal gi-1.
[0229] As shown in FIG. 16, the second input terminal IP32 of each of the first signal generating circuits 710c of the
first and second storage signal generating circuits 703a and 703b, respectively, receives a first scanning start signal
STV1 and a third scanning start signal STV3 applied to adjacent gate driving circuits 403a and 403b, respectively, and
the first input terminals IP31 of a last signal generating circuit 710c of the first and second storage signal generating
circuits 703a and 703b, respectively, are supplied with a second scanning start signal STV2 and a fourth scanning start
signal STV4 applied to adjacent gate driving circuits 403a and 403b, respectively. However, in alternative exemplary
embodiments, the first and second input terminals IP31 and IP32, respectively, of the first and last signal generating
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circuits 710c of the first and second storage signal generating circuits 703a and 703b, respectively, may be supplied
with separate signals from an outside device (not shown) through separate signal lines such as dummy signal lines, for
example, but is not limited thereto.
[0230] The signal generating circuit 710c is supplied with first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2,
respectively, of the storage control signal CONT3a from the signal controller 603, and the signal generating circuit 710c
is also supplied with a high voltage AVDD and a low voltage AVSS from the signal controller 603 or an outside device
(not shown).
[0231] Still referring to FIG. 16, each signal generating circuit 710c is also supplied with one of a plurality of gate clock
signals GCK_L, GCK_R, GCKB_L and GCKB_R of the gate control signal (FIG. 14) CONT1 from the signal controller
603 through the control terminal IP41.
[0232] Referring back to FIG. 15, the signal generating circuit 710c further includes eighth through tenth transistors
Tr8-Tr10, respectively, each of which has a control terminal, an input terminal and an output terminal.
[0233] The control terminal of the eighth transistor Tr8 is connected to the first input terminal IP31, the input terminal
of the eighth transistor Tr8 is connected to a first direction signal DIR of the storage control signal CONT3a, and the
output terminal of the eighth transistor Tr8 is connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-
Tr3, respectively.
[0234] The control terminal of the ninth transistor Tr9 is connected to the second input terminal IP32, the input terminal
of the ninth transistor Tr9 is connected to a second direction signal DIRB of the storage control signal CONT 3a and the
output terminal of the ninth transistor Tr9 is connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-
Tr3, respectively.
[0235] The control terminal of the tenth tr ansistor Tr10 is connected to the control terminal IP41, the input terminal of
the tenth transistor Tr10 is connected to the gate-off voltage Voff and the output terminal of the tenth transistor Tr10 is
connected to the control terminals of the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively.
[0236] The operation of the first and second storage signal generating circuits 703a and 703b, respectively, each
having the signal generating circuit 710c will be described in further detail below. For purposes of illustration only, a type
of inversion of the LCD described will be row inversion.
[0237] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710c will be described with reference to FIG. 17A for a situation in
which a scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is a forward direction, and the first direction signal DIR thereby has a
high level voltage while the second direction signal DIRB has a low level voltage.
[0238] Further, operation of the signal generating circuit 710c, for example an i-th signal generating circuit connected
to an i-th storage electrode line Si which is an odd-numbered storage electrode line, will be described with reference to
FIGS. 15 and 17A.
[0239] After the application of the gate-on voltage Von of an i-th gate signal gi, the gate-on voltage Von of an (i+2)-th
gate signal gi+2 is applied to the first input terminal IP31 and the eighth transistor Tr8 is thereby turned on, and the third
high level voltage Vh3 of the first direction signal DIR is therefore applied to the control terminals of the first through third
transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, through a node N1 to turn on the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3.
[0240] Thus, as shown in FIG. 17A, for about 2H when the gate-on voltage Von of the (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 is
applied, a corresponding voltage level based on voltage levels of the first through third clock signals CK1, CK1B and
CK2, respectively, is outputted to the output terminal OP as a storage signal Vsi. At this time, since an (i-2)-th gate signal
gi+2 maintains the gate-off voltage Voff, the ninth transistor Tr9 is off, and the second direction signal DIRB does not
influence a voltage VN1 of the node N1.
[0241] Thus, for a first period T1 of the gate-on voltage Von of the (i-2)-th gate signal gi+2, a storage signal Vsi at a
low level storage signal voltage V- is output through the output terminal OP by operation of the first, second and fourth
transistors Tr1, Tr2 and Tr4, respectively. For the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the (i-2)-th gate signal gi+2,
the storage signal Vsi at a high level storage signal voltage V+ is output through the output terminal OP by the operation
of the first, third and fifth transistors Tr1, Tr3, and Tr5.
[0242] Still referring to FIG. 17A, after the period T2 of the gate-on voltage Von of the (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2, the
gate clock signal GCK_L applied to the control terminal IP41 maintains a fourth high level voltage Vh4 for about 2H.
[0243] As a result, the tenth transistor Tr10 is turned on and the gate-off voltage Voff is applied to the node N1, and
the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned off.
[0244] Accordingly, the storage signal Vsi is maintained at the high level storage signal voltage V+ until the next frame
due to a voltage charged into the second capacitor C2 and operation of the fifth transistor Tr5 based on the charged voltage.
[0245] Next, an operation of the signal generating circuit 710C connected to an (i+1)-th storage electrode line Si+1 w
hich is an even-numbered storage electrode line will be described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 15 and 17A.
[0246] Like the i-the signal generating circuit 710c, when the gate-on voltage Von of an (i+3)-th gate signal gi+3 is
applied to the input terminal IP31, the eighth transistor Tr8 is turned on, and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3,
respectively, are turned on by the first direction signal DIR having the third high level voltage Vh3. Thus, a storage signal
Vsi+1 of a corresponding level voltage based on voltage levels of the first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1 B
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and CK2, respectively, is output to the output terminal OP.
[0247] When a state of the (i+3)-th gate signal gi+3 changes from the gate-off voltage Voff to the gate-on voltage Von,
the gate clock signal GCK_R applied to the control terminal IP41 maintains the fourth high level voltage Vh4 for about 2H.
[0248] Thus, the tenth transistor Tr10 is turned on, and the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3 are turned off by the
gate-off voltage Voff transmitted to the node N1. Subsequently, the storage signal Vsi+1 maintains the low level storage
signal voltage V-until the next frame based on a voltage charged into the first capacitor C1 and operation of the fourth
transistor Tr4 based on the charged voltage.
[0249] In a case when the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is a reverse direction, the first direction signal DIR
has the third low level voltage VI3 and the second direction signal DIRB has the third high level voltage Vh3. Thus, unlike
the forward scanning direction, when the scanning direction is the reverse direction, the first through third transistors
Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned on by a gate signal applied to the second input terminal IP32 and the second direction
signal DIRB.
[0250] Except for the above description, operation of the signal generating circuit 710c is the same in the case in which
the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is the forward direction to output storage signals having a level corresponding
to a corresponding storage electrode lines, and a repetitive description of the operation of the signal generating circuit
710c will be omitted herein. Further, similar to the case in which the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is the
forward direction, a gate signal applied to the first input terminal IP31 outputs the gate-off voltage Voff for one frame
after the output of the gate-on voltage Von for about 2H, and thereby the eighth transistor Tr8 is turned off. Therefore,
the first direction signal DIR does not influence the voltage VN1 of the node N1.
[0251] Next, operation of the signal generating circuit 710c will be described in further detail with reference to FIGS.
15 and 17B, in which case the LCD according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention operates in a frame
inversion mode.
[0252] Operation of the signal generating circuit 710c will be now be described in further detail with reference to FIG.
17B. The operation of the signal generating circuit 710c is similar to that of the signal generating circuit 710b referring
to FIG. 17A.
[0253] In FIG. 17A, the first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, alternate each prede-
termined period (e.g., about 1H), but, as shown in FIG. 17B, the first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and
CK2, respectively, each maintain a constant voltage level for one frame. However, as shown in FIG. 17B, waveforms
of each of the first, second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, are reversed for every consecutive
frame.
[0254] When the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is the forward direction, the first direction signal DIR has a
third high level voltage Vh3 and the second direction signal DIRB has a third low level voltage VI3.
[0255] First, for data voltages having a positive polarity, for example, applied to the pixels PX, operation of an i-th
signal generating circuit 710c connected to an i-th storage electrode line Si will be described.
[0256] The first clock signal CK1 maintains the first low level voltage VI1, and the second and third clock signals CK1B
and CK2, respectively, maintain the first high level voltage Vh1.
[0257] After application of the gate-on voltage Von of an i-th gate signal gi, when the gate-on voltage Von of an (i+2)-th
gate signal gi+2 is applied to the first input terminal IP31, the eighth transistor Tr8 is turned on and the first through third
transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned on by the first direction signal DIR.
[0258] Since the third clock signal CK2 maintains the second high level voltage Vh2, a storage signal Vsi maintains a
high level storage signal voltage V+.
[0259] When the (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 is changed to the gate-off voltage Voff, and the first through third transistors
Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned off by a corresponding clock signal such as a gate clock signal GCK_L, for example,
applied to the control terminal IP41, the storage signal Vsi maintains the high level storage signal voltage V+ until the
next frame based on a voltage charged into the second capacitor C2 and operation of the fifth transistor Tr5 based on
the charged voltage.
[0260] Next, operation of the i-th signal generating circuit 710c connected to the i-th storage electrode line Si when
data voltages having a negative polarity are applied to the pixels PX will be described in further detail. In this case, the
first clock signal CK1 maintains the first high level voltage Vh1, and the second and third clock signals CK1B and CK2,
respectively, maintain the first low level voltage VI1.
[0261] After application of the gate-on voltage Von of the i-th gate signal gi, when the gate-on voltage Von of the
(i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 is applied to the first input terminal IP31, the first through third transistors Tr1-Tr3, respectively,
are turned on in response to the eighth transistor Tr8 turning on. Thus, the storage signal Vsi outputs a low level storage
signal voltage V- by the third clock signal CK2 maintaining the second low level voltage VI2.
[0262] Subsequently, when the (i+2)-th gate signal gi+2 is changed to the gate-off voltage Voff, and the first through
third transistors Tr1-Tr3 are turned off by the gate clock signal GCK_L applied to the control terminal IP41, the storage
signal Vsi maintains the low level storage signal voltage V- until the next frame based on a voltage charged into the first
capacitor C1 and operation of the fourth transistor Tr4 based on the charged voltage.
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[0263] When the scanning signal of the gate driver 403 is in the reverse direction, the first direction signal DIR has a
fifth low level voltage VI5 and the second direction signal DIRB has a fifth high level voltage Vh5.
[0264] Thus, when the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is the reverse direction, the first through third transistors
Tr1-Tr3, respectively, are turned on by a gate signal applied to the second input terminal IP32 and the second direction
signal DIRB. Except for the above description, operation of the signal generating circuit 710c is the same as for a case
in which the scanning direction of the gate driver 403 is in the forward direction, as described above in greater detail,
and any repetitive description of the operation of the signal generating circuit 710c will be omitted herein.
[0265] As described above, when the LCD operates based in the frame inversion mode, the first, second and third
clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, maintain the same voltage level for about one frame.
[0266] Accordingly, after a gate signal applied to a corresponding pixel row is changed from the gate-on voltage Von
to the gate-off voltage Voff, frame inversion occurs, since the signal generating circuit 710c shown in FIG. 15 operates
based on the gate-on signal Von of a gate signal outputted from the next stage of the first or second gate driver 403a
or 403b, respectively, and is delayed about 2H with respect to the previous stage of the first or second gate driver 403a
or 403b, respectively. Thus, since a difference between the gate-on voltage Von applied to the i-th gate line Gi and the
gate-on voltage Von applied to the i-th storage signal generating circuit 710c is about 2H, the gate-on voltages Von do
not overlap. Thus, after a charging operation of the i-th pixel row is substantially completed, a signal level of the storage
signal Vsi applied to the i-th storage electrode line Si is changed, and the charged voltage of the i-th pixel row is thereby
changed based on the changed signal level of the storage signal Vsi.
[0267] Alternatively, when a predetermined time elapses after a change of a gate signal is finished, states of the first,
second and third clock signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, may change and the first, second and third clock
signals CK1, CK1B and CK2, respectively, may be outputted after the gate signal is changed from a gate-on voltage to
a gate-off voltage or, alternatively, from a gate-off voltage to a gate-on voltage.
[0268] According to the exemplary embodiments of the present invention as described herein, since a common voltage
is fixed at a predetermined level, and a storage signal of which a magnitude is changed by a predetermined period is
applied to a storage electrode line, a range of a pixel electrode voltage is increased and a range of a pixel voltage is
enlarged without a corresponding increase in a range of gray voltages. Thus, an effective voltage range of gray voltages
is enlarged, and definition is thereby effectively improved.
[0269] Furthermore, a range of a pixel voltage generated in a case in which the range of data voltages is applied is
larger than a range of a pixel voltage generated in the case in which a storage signal of a predetermined value is applied.
Thus, power consumption is effectively reduced. In addition, a liquid crystal display having a bi-directional gate driver
and a storage signal generator is adapted without a need for an additional selection circuit, thereby effectively reducing
a size and/or manufacturing cost of the liquid crystal display.
[0270] A liquid crystal display according to the exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be operated
based on frame inversion as well as row inversion, for example, but is not limited thereto in alternative exemplary
embodiments.
[0271] The present invention should not be construed as being limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth herein.
Rather, these exemplary embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete and will fully
convey the concept of the present invention to those skilled in the art.
[0272] While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodi-
ments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims.

Claims

1. A display device comprising:

a plurality of gate lines (G1-G2n) which transmits gate signals (g) having a gate-on voltage (Von) and a gate-
off voltage (Voff);
a plurality of data lines (D1-Dm) which transmits data voltages;
a plurality of storage electrode lines (S1-S2n) which transmits storage signals (V);
a plurality of pixels (PX) arranged in a matrix pattern, wherein at least one pixel of the plurality of pixels (PX)
comprises:

a switching element (Q) connected to a gate line of the plurality of gate lines (G1-G2n) and a data line of
the plurality of data lines (D1-Dm);
a liquid crystal capacitor (Clc) connected to the switching element (Q) and a common voltage (Vcom), which
is fixed at a predetermined value; and
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a storage capacitor (Cst) connected to the switching element (Q) and a storage electrode line of the plurality
of storage electrode lines (S1-S2n);
a gate driver (403a, 403b) which generates the gate signals (g); and
a plurality of signal generating circuits (703a, 703b) which generates the storage signals (V) based on at
least one control signal and at least one gate signal (g),
wherein the storage signal (V) applied to the at least one pixel of the plurality of pixels (PX) has a voltage
level which changes after a charging of a charged data voltage into the liquid crystal capacitor (Clc) and
the storage capacitor (Cst),
characterized in that
the gate driver (403a, 403b) generates the gate signals (g) in a first scanning direction or a second scanning
direction;
an output order of the storage signal (V) from the plurality of signal generating circuits (703a, 703b) is
changed according to a scanning direction of the gate driver (403a, 403b);the at least one control signal
comprises a first control signal (CONT1), a second control signal (CONT2) and a third control signal
(CONT3a), and
at least one signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating circuits (703a, 703b) comprises:

a signal inputting unit which receives the at least one gate signal (g) and outputs a driving control signal
based on the at least one gate signal (g);
a storage signal applying unit which receives the first control signal (CONT1) and transmits the first
control signal (CONT1) as a storage signal (V) based on the driving control signal from the signal
inputting unit;
a controlling unit which receives the second control signal (CONT2) and the third control signal
(CONT3a) and changes an operation state of the controlling unit in accordance with the driving control
signal; and
a signal maintaining unit which maintains the storage signal (V) from the storage signal (V) applying
unit based on the second control signal (CONT2) or the third control signal (CONT3a) applied in ac-
cordance with the operation state of the controlling unit;
the signal inputting unit further receives a first direction signal (DIR) and a second direction signal
(DIRB), each of which has a signal state according to the scanning direction of the gate driver (403a,
403b);
a phase of the first direction signal (DIR) and a phase of the second direction signal (DIRB) are inverted;
the at least one gate signal (g) comprises a first gate signal (gi+2) and a second gate signal (g-2), and
a time difference between a gate-on voltage (Von) application time of the first gate signal (gi+2) and a
gate-on voltage (Von) application time of the second gate signal (g-2) is two horizontal periods (2H).

2. The display device of claim 1, wherein the at least one gate signal (g) comprises a first gate signal (gi+2) and a
second gate signal (g-2), and a time difference between a gate-on voltage (Von) application time of the first gate
signal (gi+2) and a gate-on voltage (Von) application time of the second gate signal (g-2) is four horizontal periods
(4H).

3. The display device of claim 2, wherein the signal inputting unit selects one of the first direction signal (DIR) and the
second direction signal (DIRB) in accordance with the first gate signal (gi+2) and the second gate signal (g-2), and
outputs the driving control signal based on the selected first direction signal (DIR) or the selected second direction
signal (DIRB).

4. The display device of claim 3, wherein a level of the first direction signal (DIR) and a level of the second direction
signal (DIRB) are each uniform.

5. The display device of claim 194 wherein the signal inputting unit is further supplied with a clock signal (CK) having
a first level voltage and a second level voltage different from the first level voltage, and a level of the clock signal
(CK) alternates between the first level voltage and the second level voltage each consecutive predetermined period.

6. The display device of claim 5, wherein a duration of the predetermined period is two horizontal periods (2H).

7. The display device of claim 6, wherein a phase of the clock signal (CK) applied to a first signal generating circuit of
the plurality of signal generating circuits (703a, 703b) and a phase of the clock signal (CK) applied to a second
adjacent signal generating circuit of the plurality of signal generating circuits (703a, 703b) are inverted.
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8. The display device of claim 7, wherein the signal inputting unit operates the signal maintaining unit by changing a
state of the driving control signal based on the first direction signal (DIR) or the second direction signal (DIRB) in
accordance with the clock signal (CK).

9. The display device of claim 8, wherein the signal inputting unit comprises:

a first transistor (Tr8) having an input terminal connected to the first direction signal (DIR), a control terminal
connected to the first gate signal (gi+2) and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal;
a second transistor (Tr9) having an input terminal connected to the second direction signal (DIRB), a control
terminal connected to the second gate signal (g-2) and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal;
and
a third transistor (Tr10) having an input terminal connected to the gate-off voltage (Voff), a control terminal
connected to the clock signal (CK) and an output terminal connected to the driving control signal.

10. The display device of claim 9, wherein a voltage level of the storage signal (V) applied to a first storage electrode
line of the plurality of storage electrode lines (S1-S2n) and a voltage level of the storage signal (V) applied to a
second adjacent storage electrode line of the plurality of storage electrode lines (S1-S2n) are the same.

11. The display device of claim 10, wherein a voltage level of the first control signal (CONT1), a voltage level of the
second control signal (CONT2) and a voltage level of the third control signal (CONT3a) are uniform in a given frame
and are inverted for each consecutive frame.

12. A driving method of a liquid crystal display comprising a plurality of gate lines (G1-G2n) which transmits gate signals
(g) having a gate-on voltage (Von), a plurality of data lines (D1-Dm) which transmits data voltages, a plurality of
storage electrode lines (S1-S2n) which transmits storage signals (V), a plurality of switching elements (Q), each
switching element (Q) of the plurality of switching elements (Q) being connected to a gate line of the plurality of gate
lines (G1-G2n) and a data line of the plurality of data lines (D1-Dm), a plurality of pixels (PX), each pixel of the
plurality of pixels (PX) including a liquid crystal capacitor (Clc) connected to the switching elements (Q) and a
common voltage (Vcom), which is fixed at a predetermined value; and a storage capacitor (Cst) connected to a
switching element (Q) of the plurality of switching elements (Q) and a storage electrode line of the plurality of storage
electrode lines (S1-S2n), a gate driver (403a, 403b) which generates the gate signals (g), and a plurality of signal
generating circuits (703a, 703b) which generates the storage signals (V), the driving method comprising:

applying a first gate signal (gi+2) to a first gate line of the plurality of gate lines (G1-G2n) connected to a first
pixel of the plurality of pixels (PX);
applying a first data voltage to a first data line of the plurality of data lines (D1-Dm) connected to the first pixel;
applying a second gate signal (g-2) to a second gate line of the plurality of gate lines (G1-G2n) connected to a
second pixel of the plurality of pixels (PX) ; and
outputting a storage signal (V) to the first pixel based on the second gate signal (g-2),
characterized in that
the gate driver (403a, 403b) generates the gate signals (g) in a first scanning direction or a second scanning
direction;
an output order of the storage signals (V) changes according to the first scanning direction or the second
scanning direction of the gate driver (403a, 403b);
an application time of a gate-on voltage (Von) of the first gate signal (gi+2) and an application time of a gate-
on voltage (Von) of the second gate signal (g-2) are separated from each other by one horizontal periods (1H).

Patentansprüche

1. Anzeigevorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-G2n), die Gate-Signale (g) überträgt, die eine Gate-ein-Spannung (Von)
und eine Gate-aus-Spannung (Voff) aufweisen;
eine Vielzahl von Datenleitungen (D1-Dm), die Datenspannungen überträgt;
eine Vielzahl von Speicherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n), die Speichersignale (V) überträgt;
eine Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX), die in einem Matrixmuster angeordnet sind, wobei wenigstens ein Pixel der
Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX) Folgendes umfasst:
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ein Schaltelement (Q), das mit einer Gate-Leitung der Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-G2n) und einer
Datenleitung der Vielzahl von Datenleitungen (D1-Dm) verbunden ist;
einen Flüssigkristallkondensator (Clc), der mit dem Schaltelement (Q) und einer gemeinsamen Spannung
(Vcom) verbunden ist, die auf einen vorbestimmten Wert festgelegt ist; und
einen Speicherkondensator (Cst), der mit dem Schaltelement (Q) und einer Speicherelektrodenleitung der
Vielzahl von Speicherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n) verbunden ist;
einen Gate-Treiber (403a, 403b), der die Gate-Signale (g) erzeugt; und
eine Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschaltungen (703a, 703b), welche basierend auf wenigstens einem
Steuersignal und wenigstens einem Gate-Signal (g) die Speichersignale (V) erzeugt,
wobei das Speichersignal (V), das auf das wenigstens eine Pixel der Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX) angelegt
wird, einen Spannungspegel aufweist, der sich nach einem Laden einer geladenen Datenspannung in den
Flüssigkristallkondensator (Clc) und den Speicherkondensator (Cst) ändert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Gate-Treiber (403a, 403b) die Gate-Signale (g) in einer ersten Abtastrichtung oder einer zweiten Ab-
tastrichtung erzeugt;
eine Ausgabereihenfolge des Speichersignals (V) aus der Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschaltungen
(703a, 703b) gemäß einer Abtastrichtung des Gate-Treibers (403a, 403b) verändert wird;
das wenigstens eine Steuersignal ein erstes Steuersignal (CONT1), ein zweites Steuersignal (CONT2) und
ein drittes Steuersignal (CONT3a) umfasst, und
wenigstens eine Signalerzeugungsschaltung der Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschaltungen (703a, 703b)
Folgendes umfasst:

eine Signaleingabeeinheit, die das wenigstens eine Gate-Signal (g) empfängt und basierend auf dem
wenigstens einen Gate-Signal (g) ein Ansteuerungssteuersignal ausgibt;
eine Speichersignal-Anlegeeinheit, die das erste Steuersignal (CONT1) empfängt und basierend auf
dem Ansteuerungssteuersignal aus der Signaleingabeeinheit das erste Steuersignal (CONT1) als Spei-
chersignal (V) überträgt;
eine Steuerungseinheit, die das zweite Steuersignal (CONT2) und das dritte Steuersignal (CONT3a)
empfängt und einen Betriebszustand der Steuerungseinheit in Abhängigkeit von dem Ansteuerungs-
steuersignal verändert; und
eine Signalerhaltungseinheit, die das Speichersignal (V) aus der das Speichersignal (V) anlegenden
Einheit basierend auf dem zweiten Steuersignal (CONT2) oder dem dritten Steuersignal (CONT3a)
aufrechterhält, die in Abhängigkeit von dem Betriebszustand der Steuerungseinheit angelegt werden;
die Signaleingabeeinheit ferner ein erstes Richtungssignal (DIR) und ein zweites Richtungssignal
(DIRB) empfängt, die jeweils einen Signalzustand gemäß der Abtastrichtung des Gate-Treibers (403a,
403b) aufweisen;
eine Phase des ersten Richtungssignals (DIR) und eine Phase des zweiten Richtungssignals (DIRB)
invertiert sind;
das wenigstens eine Gate-Signal (g) ein erstes Gate-Signal (gi+2) und ein zweites Gate-Signal (g-2)
umfasst, und eine Zeitdifferenz zwischen der Zeit des Anlegens einer Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) des
ersten Gate-Signals (gi+2) und
einer Zeit des Anlegens der Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) des zweiten Gate-Signals (g-2) zwei horizontale
Perioden (2H) beträgt.

2. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das wenigstens eine Gate-Signal (g) ein erstes Gate-Signal (gi+2) und
ein zweites Gate-Signal (g-2) umfasst, und eine Zeitdifferenz zwischen einer Zeit des Anlegens einer Gate-ein-
Spannung (Von) des ersten Gate-Signals (gi+2) und einer Zeit des Anlegens einer Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) des
zweiten Gate-Signals (g-2) vier horizontale Perioden (4H) beträgt.

3. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Signaleingabeeinheit in Abhängigkeit von dem ersten Gate-Signal
(gi+2) und dem zweiten Gate-Signal (g-2) eines aus dem ersten Richtungssignal (DIR) und dem zweiten Richtungs-
signal (DIRB) auswählt und das Ansteuerungssteuersignal basierend auf dem ausgewählten ersten Richtungssignal
(DIR) oder dem ausgewählten zweiten Richtungssignal (DIRB) ausgibt.

4. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein Pegel des ersten Richtungssignals (DIR) und ein Pegel des zweiten
Richtungssignals (DIRB) jeweils einheitlich sind.

5. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 194, wobei die Signaleingabeeinheit ferner mit einem Taktsignal (CK) versorgt
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wird, das eine Spannung mit einem ersten Pegel und eine Spannung mit einem zweiten Pegel aufweist, die sich
von der Spannung mit dem ersten Pegel unterscheidet, und wobei ein Pegel des Taktsignals (CK) bei jeder aufei-
nanderfolgenden vorbestimmten Periode zwischen der Spannung mit dem ersten Pegel und der Spannung mit dem
zweiten Pegel wechselt.

6. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei eine Dauer der vorbestimmten Periode zwei horizontale Perioden (2H)
beträgt.

7. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei eine Phase des Taktsignals (CK), das an eine erste Signalerzeugungs-
schaltung der Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschaltungen (703a, 703b) angelegt wird, und eine Phase des Taktsi-
gnals (CK), das an eine zweite benachbarte Signalerzeugungsschaltung der Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschal-
tungen (703a, 703b) angelegt wird, invertiert sind.

8. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Signaleingabeeinheit die Signalerhaltungseinheit betätigt, indem
ein Zustand des Ansteuerungssteuersignals basierend auf dem ersten Richtungssignal (DIR) oder dem zweiten
Richtungssignal (DIRB) in Abhängigkeit von dem Taktsignal (CK) verändert wird.

9. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Signaleingabeeinheit Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Transistor (Tr8), der Folgendes aufweist: eine Eingangsklemme, die mit dem ersten Richtungssi-
gnal (DIR) verbunden ist, eine Steuerklemme, die mit dem ersten Gate-Signal (gi+2) verbunden ist, und eine
Ausgangsklemme, die mit dem Ansteuerungssteuersignal verbunden ist;
einen zweiten Transistor (Tr9), der Folgendes aufweist: eine Eingangsklemme, die mit dem zweiten Richtungs-
signal (DIRB) verbunden ist, eine Steuerklemme, die mit dem zweiten Gate-Signal (g-2) verbunden ist, und
eine Ausgangsklemme, die mit dem Ansteuerungssteuersignal verbunden ist; und
einen dritten Transistor (Tr10), der Folgendes aufweist: eine Eingangsklemme, die mit der Gate-aus-Spannung
(Voff) verbunden ist, eine Steuerklemme, die mit dem Taktsignal (CK) verbunden ist, und eine Ausgangsklemme,
die mit dem Ansteuerungssteuersignal verbunden ist.

10. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei ein Spannungspegel des Speichersignals (V), das an eine erste Spei-
cherelektrodenleitung der Vielzahl von Speicherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n) angelegt wird, und ein Spannungs-
pegel des Speichersignals (V), das an eine zweite benachbarte Speicherelektrodenleitung der Vielzahl von Spei-
cherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n) angelegt wird, gleich sind.

11. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei ein Spannungspegel des ersten Steuersignals (CONT1), ein Span-
nungspegel des zweiten Steuersignals (CONT2) und ein Spannungspegel des dritten Steuersignals (CONT3a) in
einem gegebenen Rahmen einheitlich sind und bei jedem aufeinanderfolgenden Rahmen invertiert sind.

12. Verfahren zum Ansteuern einer Flüssigkristallanzeige, umfassend eine Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-G2n), die
Gate-Signale (g) überträgt, die eine Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) aufweisen, eine Vielzahl von Datenleitungen (D1-
Dm), die Datenspannungen überträgt, eine Vielzahl von Speicherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n), die Speichersignale
(V) überträgt, eine Vielzahl von Schaltelementen (Q), wobei jedes Schaltelement (Q) der Vielzahl von Schaltele-
menten (Q) mit einer Gate-Leitung der Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-G2n) und einer Datenleitung der Vielzahl
von Datenleitungen (D1-Dm) verbunden ist, eine Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX), wobei jedes Pixel der Vielzahl von Pixeln
(PX) einen Flüssigkristallkondensator (Clc) beinhaltet, der mit den Schaltelementen (Q) und einer gemeinsamen
Spannung (Vcom) verbunden ist, die auf einen vorbestimmten Wert festgelegt ist; und einen Speicherkondensator
(Cst), der mit einem Schaltelement (Q) der Vielzahl von Schaltelementen (Q) und einer Speicherelektrodenleitung
der Vielzahl von Speicherelektrodenleitungen (S1-S2n) verbunden ist, einen Gate-Treiber (403a, 403b), der die
Gate-Signale (g) erzeugt, und eine Vielzahl von Signalerzeugungsschaltungen (703a, 703b), welche die Speicher-
signale (V) erzeugt, wobei das Ansteuerungsverfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Anlegen eines ersten Gate-Signals (gi+2) an eine erste Gate-Leitung der Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-
G2n), die mit einem ersten Pixel der Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX) verbunden ist;
Anlegen einer ersten Datenspannung an eine erste Datenleitung der Vielzahl von Datenleitungen (D1-Dm), die
mit dem ersten Pixel verbunden ist;
Anlegen eines zweiten Gate-Signals (g-2) an eine zweite Gate-Leitung der Vielzahl von Gate-Leitungen (G1-
G2n), die mit einem zweiten Pixel der Vielzahl von Pixeln (PX) verbunden ist; und
Ausgeben eines Speichersignals (V) an das erste Pixel basierend auf dem zweiten Gate-Signal (g-2),
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Gate-Treiber (403a, 403b) die Gate-Signale (g) in einer ersten Abtastrichtung oder einer zweiten Abtastrich-
tung erzeugt;
sich eine Ausgabereihenfolge der Speichersignale (V) gemäß der ersten Abtastrichtung oder der zweiten Ab-
tastrichtung des Gate-Treibers (403a, 403b) verändert;
eine Zeit des Anlegens einer Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) des ersten Gate-Signals (gi+2) und eine Zeit des An-
legens einer Gate-ein-Spannung (Von) des zweiten Gate-Signals (g-2) durch eine horizontale Periode (1H)
voneinander getrennt sind.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’affichage comprenant :

une pluralité de lignes de porte (G1 à G2n) qui transmet des signaux de porte (g) ayant une tension de porte
activée (Von) et une tension de porte désactivée (Voff) ;
une pluralité de lignes de données (D1 à Dm) qui transmet des tensions de données ;
une pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n) qui transmet des signaux de stockage (V) ;
une pluralité de pixels (PX) agencés selon un schéma de matrice, dans lequel au moins un pixel de la pluralité
de pixels (PX) comprend :

un élément de commutation (Q) connecté à une ligne de porte de la pluralité de lignes de porte (G1 à G2n)
et une ligne de données de la pluralité de lignes de données (D1 à Dm) ;
un condensateur à cristaux liquides (Clc) connecté à l’élément de commutation (Q) et une tension commune
(Vcom), qui est fixée à une valeur prédéterminée ; et
un condensateur de stockage (Cst) connecté à l’élément de commutation (Q) et
une ligne d’électrode de stockage de la pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n) ;
un pilote de porte (403a, 403b) qui génère les signaux de porte (g) ; et
une pluralité de circuits générant des signaux (703a, 703b) qui génère les signaux de stockage (V) d’après
au moins un signal de commande et au moins un signal de porte (g),
dans lequel le signal de stockage (V) appliqué à l’au moins un pixel de la pluralité de pixels (PX) a un niveau
de tension qui change après un chargement d’une tension de données chargée dans le condensateur à
cristaux liquides (Clc) et le condensateur de stockage (Cst),
caractérisé en ce que
le pilote de porte (403a, 403b) génère les signaux de porte (g) dans une première direction de balayage
ou une seconde direction de balayage ;
un ordre de sortie du signal de stockage (V) depuis la pluralité de circuits générant des signaux (703a,
703b) est changé selon une direction de balayage du pilote de porte (403a, 403b) ; l’au moins un signal
de commande comprend un premier signal de commande (CONT1), un deuxième signal de commande
(CONT2) et un troisième signal de commande (CONT3a), et
au moins un circuit générant des signaux de la pluralité de circuits générant des signaux (703a, 703b)
comprend :

une unité d’entrée de signal qui reçoit l’au moins un signal de porte (g) et fournit en sortie un signal de
commande de pilotage d’après l’au moins un signal de porte (g) ;
une unité d’application de signal de stockage qui reçoit le premier signal de commande (CONT1) et
transmet le premier signal de commande (CONT1) en tant que signal de stockage (V) d’après le signal
de commande de pilotage depuis l’unité d’entrée de signal ;
une unité de commande qui reçoit le deuxième signal de commande (CONT2) et le troisième signal
de commande (CONT3a) et change un état de fonctionnement de l’unité de commande conformément
au signal de commande de pilotage ; et
une unité de maintien de signal qui maintient le signal de stockage (V) depuis l’unité d’application de
signal de stockage (V) d’après le deuxième signal de commande (CONT2) ou le troisième signal de
commande (CONT3a) appliqué conformément à l’état de fonctionnement de l’unité de commande ;
l’unité d’entrée de signal reçoit en outre un premier signal de direction (DIR) et un second signal de
direction (DIRB), dont chacun a un état de signal selon la direction de balayage du pilote de porte
(403a, 403b) ;
une phase du premier signal de direction (DIR) et une phase du second signal de direction (DIRB) sont
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inversées ;
l’au moins un signal de porte (g) comprend un premier signal de porte (gi+2) et un second signal de
porte (g-2), et une différence de temps entre un temps d’application de tension de porte activée (Von)
du premier signal de porte (gi+2) et un temps d’application de tension de porte activée (Von) du second
signal de porte (g-2) est de deux périodes horizontales (2H).

2. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’au moins un signal de porte (g) comprend un premier
signal de porte (gi+2) et un second signal de porte (g-2), et une différence de temps entre un temps d’application
de tension de porte activée (Von) du premier signal de porte (gi+2) et un temps d’application de tension de porte
activée (Von) du second signal de porte (g-2) est de quatre périodes horizontales (4H).

3. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée de signal sélectionne l’un du premier
signal de direction (DIR) et du second signal de direction (DIRB) conformément au premier signal de porte (gi+2)
et au second signal de porte (g-2), et fournit en sortie le signal de commande de pilotage d’après le premier signal
de direction (DIR) sélectionné ou le second signal de direction (DIRB) sélectionné.

4. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 3, dans lequel un niveau du premier signal de direction (DIR) et un
niveau du second signal de direction (DIRB) sont chacun uniformes.

5. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée de signal est en outre pourvue d’un signal
d’horloge (CK) ayant une première tension de niveau et une seconde tension de niveau différente de la première
tension de niveau, et un niveau du signal d’horloge (CK) alterne entre la première tension de niveau et la seconde
tension de niveau à chaque période prédéterminée consécutive.

6. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 5, dans lequel une durée de la période prédéterminée est de deux
périodes horizontales (2H).

7. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 6, dans lequel une phase du signal d’horloge (CK) appliqué à un premier
circuit générant des signaux de la pluralité de circuits générant des signaux (703a, 703b) et une phase du signal
d’horloge (CK) appliqué à un second circuit générant des signaux adjacent de la pluralité de circuits générant des
signaux (703a, 703b) sont inversées.

8. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée de signal fait fonctionner l’unité de maintien
de signal en changeant un état du signal de commande de pilotage d’après le premier signal de direction (DIR) ou
le second signal de direction (DIRB) conformément au signal d’horloge (CK).

9. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 8, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée de signal comprend :

un premier transistor (Tr8) ayant une borne d’entrée connectée au premier signal de direction (DIR), une borne
de commande connectée au premier signal de porte (gi+2) et une borne de sortie connectée au signal de
commande de pilotage ;
un deuxième transistor (Tr9) ayant une borne d’entrée connectée au second signal de direction (DIRB), une
borne de commande connectée au second signal de porte (g-2) et une borne de sortie connectée au signal de
commande de pilotage ; et
un troisième transistor (Tr10) ayant une borne d’entrée connectée à la tension de porte désactivée (Voff), une
borne de commande connectée au signal d’horloge (CK) et une borne de sortie connectée au signal de com-
mande de pilotage.

10. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 9, dans lequel un niveau de tension du signal de stockage (V) appliqué
à une première ligne d’électrode de stockage de la pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n) et un
niveau de tension du signal de stockage (V) appliqué à une seconde ligne d’électrode de stockage adjacente de la
pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n) sont les mêmes.

11. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 10, dans lequel un niveau de tension du premier signal de commande
(CONT1), un niveau de tension du deuxième signal de commande (CONT2) et un niveau de tension du troisième
signal de commande (CONT3a) sont uniformes dans une trame donnée et sont inversés pour chaque trame con-
sécutive.
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12. Procédé de pilotage d’un afficheur à cristaux liquides comprenant une pluralité de lignes de porte (G1 à G2n) qui
transmet des signaux de porte (g) ayant une tension de porte activée (Von), une pluralité de lignes de données (D1
à Dm) qui transmet des tensions de données, une pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n) qui transmet
des signaux de stockage (V), une pluralité d’éléments de commutation (Q), chaque élément de commutation (Q)
de la pluralité d’éléments de commutation (Q) étant connecté à une ligne de porte de la pluralité de lignes de porte
(G1 à G2n) et une ligne de données de la pluralité de lignes de données (D1 à Dm), une pluralité de pixels (PX),
chaque pixel de la pluralité de pixels (PX) comportant un condensateur à cristaux liquides (Clc) connecté aux
éléments de commutation (Q) et une tension commune (Vcom), qui est fixée à une valeur prédéterminée ; et un
condensateur de stockage (Cst) connecté à un élément de commutation (Q) de la pluralité d’éléments de commu-
tation (Q) et une ligne d’électrode de stockage de la pluralité de lignes d’électrode de stockage (S1 à S2n), un pilote
de porte (403a, 403b) qui génère les signaux de porte (g), et une pluralité de circuits générant des signaux (703a,
703b) qui génère les signaux de stockage (V), le procédé de pilotage comprenant :

l’application d’un premier signal de porte (gi+2) à une première ligne de porte de la pluralité de lignes de porte
(G1 à G2n) connectées à un premier pixel de la pluralité de pixels (PX) ;
l’application d’une première tension de données à une première ligne de données de la pluralité de lignes de
données (D1 à Dm) connectées au premier pixel ;
l’application d’un second signal de porte (g-2) à une seconde ligne de porte de la pluralité de lignes de porte
(G1 à G2n) connectées à un second pixel de la pluralité de pixels (PX) ; et
la fourniture en sortie d’un signal de stockage (V) au premier pixel d’après le second signal de porte (g-2),
caractérisé en ce que
le pilote de porte (403a, 403b) génère les signaux de porte (g) dans une première direction de balayage ou une
seconde direction de balayage ;
un ordre de sortie des signaux de stockage (V) change selon la première direction de balayage ou la seconde
direction de balayage du pilote de porte (403a, 403b) ;
un temps d’application d’une tension de porte activée (Von) du premier signal de porte (gi+2) et un temps
d’application d’une tension de porte activée (Von) du second signal de porte (g-2) sont séparés l’un de l’autre
par une période horizontale (1H).
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